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ABSTRACT 

The objectives of this research were (1) to develop scales of preferred 

image sharpness for thermal dye transfer prints and (2) to relate these 

scales to an objective measurement of image quality. 

Interval scales were developed using two different indirect scaling 

techniques, paired comparison and rank ordering, for three groups of 

participants (novice photographers, advanced amateur photographers, and 

Kodak image quality experts). Differences between scales developed 

through the separate scaling procedures were minor, suggesting that 

either procedure would produce a reliable and valid interval scale. Given 

the time required to perform the method of paired comparisons, the method 

of rank ordering would likely be the preferred procedure.



The results from multiple range tests of the interval scales found that 

higher levels of image sharpening (filter levels 1.5x to 2.5x) were generally 

preferred. However, for some conditions, particularly the portrait, lower 

levels of sharpening were generally preferred. While it appears that the 

preferred level of image sharpness may be somewhat dependent upon scene 

content, participants always preferred a small amount of sharpening to 

none at all. For all conditions examined, stimuli that received no 

sharpening were the least preferred. 

In relating interval scales to an objective measure of image quality, scale 

values developed from within a level of addressability were highly 

correlated with values of modified MTFA for all participant groups. These 

correlations show that a strong relationship exists between preferred levels 

of image sharpness and increasing levels of luminance modulation for 

edges in thermal prints. However, values of modified MTFA were not well 

correlated with interval scale values developed from experts participants 

for the between levels of addressability portion of the experiment. Values of 

MTFA were considered modified due to limits that were imposed on the 

bounds of integration. These results suggest that the preferences of experts 

may not represent those of the average consumer for desired levels of 

thermal print sharpness.
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“Now this is not the end. It is not even the beginning of the 

end. But it is, perhaps, the end of the beginning.” 
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on/16 off) - XL7700 printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, 

Horizontal GimeNSION...............ccccscccecccscsscccccssccccccssscccccecscsccesescceseseces 

Figure H30. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/mm square wave (16 

on/16 off) - XL7700 printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, 

horizontal dimension. ...............ccccsesssscccocscsssscssscsccccecssscssssseccccccecoeere 

Figure H31. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/mm square wave (16 

on/16 off) - XL7700 printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GiMensioN..................ccccccccsccsssseccccccccsssccecccccscescecccccecssecess 

Figure H32. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/‘mm square wave (16 

on/16 off) - XL7700 printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, 

Horizontal GiMENSION............ccccccssscssceccsscsccssscscecscesccsesecccncccscccececececs 

Figure H32. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/‘mm square wave (16 

on/16 off) - XL7700 printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, 

Horizontal GimensSioN................ccccccccsssscscccccssssccosscsccccnsscccccsesscecassccces 

Figure H34. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/mm square wave (50 

on/50 off) - XL7700 printer, no sharpening filter, horizontal 

GIMENSION.’ ..........cccccecesccccsccecsccccccccccccsecececececeescessencssecseseececccecersecececsecs 

Figure H35. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/mm square wave (50 

on/50 off) - XL7700 printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, 

horizontal diMeENSION.............c.cccccsscccccssscccsssccsscccsssscccssccccsscccsscccesscens 
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Figure H36. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/‘mm square wave (50 

on/50 off) - XL7700 printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GimMenSiON....................ccccccccececcccccsecccsssscccensscccccscececcececes 

Figure H37. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/mm square wave (50 

on/50 off) - XL7700 printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GiMmension.................cccssccsssssscsccscscccccsccccssssssscsccscecsecceseess 

Figure H38. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/mm square wave (50 

on/50 off) - XL7700 printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GimeNSiION...................cccccsececeeecececcecceccnsssscscssceccccccccesceecs 

Figure H39. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/‘mm square wave (50 

on/50 off) - XL7700 printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, 

horizontal dimension. ................ccccccccccecesecececcscccccssscccccnscscccanseeccceses 

Figure H40. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/mm square wave (50 

on/50 off) - XL7700 printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GiMeENSION...............ccssccccscccccccccccccceccccesecececcceccececssecscecers 

Figure H41. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/mm square wave (50 

on/50 off) - XL7700 printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GiIMENSION...............cccccccssseccecececccececccsssscsccccenscscctcceececeses 

Figure H42. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (2 

on/2 off) - XL7700 printer, no sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION,) 0............cccccceseceessesssscsscecececcccceccecccscecscscesscsecscsecccenscssssssscecs 

Figure H43. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (2 

on/2 off) - XL7700 printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, vertical 

CGAMENSION. .........ccceccccccccccccssscccccssssessssscececececconccccecscsssssccesscescscccsscececes 
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Figure H44. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (2 

on/2 off) - XL7700 printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMEMNSION. 2..........ccccecsecececcccccescsceccccccccscsscecsccccscssccecacensscseconsccssccccccecces 

Figure H45. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (2 

on/2 off) - XL7700 printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION. .........cccccsccsececccecesscsccseccsccececcescceccsssesesccescscesnecscccssescescesceces 

Figure H46. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (2 

on/2 off) - XL7700 printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, vertical 

CGUIMENSION. .............cccccecesecccocscccssccscccsccessssecsesseccesessececcesceeceecenccceesenees 

Figure H47. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (2 

on/2 off) - XL7700 printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION., 2............ccccescecececssecscccccccecscccccceccccecsenccssssenecscccccecessesecscczcace 

Figure H48. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (2 

on/2 off) - XL7700 printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMEMNSION. ............ccccccccscosccccocsccsscsscsssccecccecceccescccsseeccsseccesscecececesszecees 

Figure H49. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (2 

on/2 off) - XL7700 printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION. ..........ceccssssccssscsccscccccesssccesssccccscseccecscsccesssscccesenscaccenscecceesses 

Figure H50. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/mm square wave (4 

on/4 off) - XL7700 printer, no sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION. ..........ccccccccccsccccecccccecccscsssececscecececcccccccececsscecsseccececcecececensscee 

Figure H51. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/mm square wave (4 

on/4 off) - XL7700 printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION. 2.........ccccsesesscccccccccsscsccccccccensececcccccecsccsceccccecsccecsecscsssesceccenees 
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Figure H52. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/mm square wave (4 

on/4 off) - XL7700 printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION. .......ccccccccccccccccsccscsscecscccssscsssecececcecccacsccnsssscscecsoveccccccecsscecsceceees 189 

Figure H53. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle‘mm square wave (4 

on/4 off) - XL7700 printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, vertical 

GUMENSION, 2.......ccccscccccssssssccesssscccesssscccssssessscocsccssssceccscecssecssscsasscsscesscerceces 189 

Figure H54. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/mm square wave (4 

on/4 off) - XL7700 printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSBION. ............cccccccsscccccesscssccccscccecscscnscsccceccccececsesecssccecscecccccececsesceesens 190 

Figure H55. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/mm square wave (4 

on/4 off) - XL7700 printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION, ...........sccccccecssccccecscccseccscsccsccesesscccceccsccesccccececessecccessessescaceseeces 190 

Figure H56. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/‘mm square wave (4 

on/4 off) - XL7700 printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMEMNSION. .......cccccsssssssssscsssccssscosssssccesccesscessccsscccessccsscececccsescscssscseescessseess 191 

Figure H57. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/‘mm square wave (4 

on/4 off) - XL7700 printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, vertical 

CGUIMENSION. .......cssccsssccsssccecccecscccesscsccecccsscccesecccssscecsscecesscccssccecseccesencercnssces 191 

Figure H58. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/‘mm square wave (8 

on/8 off) - XL7700 printer, no sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION.,’ ..0..........cccccesceccecccccessscsccccccccecesscscssconsccceccecsceeseccsencnccaccasecceeeees 192 

Figure H59. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/mm square wave (8 

on/8 off) - XL7700 printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION, .0..........ccccccesecececscsccsssccssvscscssecsscscscsscesssssssssscssscesscssscsesesanccoeees 192 
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Figure H60. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/‘mm square wave (8 

on/8 off) - XL7700 printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION. ...........cecsecsessccesccsssscceccecesecsatcncccnsesesescecesnsesseesseseesesseesssseeess 198 

Figure H61. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/‘mm square wave (8 

on/8 off) - XL7700 printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION, ..........csssccsscsssssscessorscsscscsccacsssscsssosssessssessnesesssessesssesssessceseseses 193 

Figure H62. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/mm square wave (8 

on/8 off) - XL7700 printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION,. ...........cecesescsssssstssencacenescescscscecesesscssescescassausceeccsacsesseeecanessenses 194 

Figure H63. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/mm square wave (8 

on/8 off) - XL7700 printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMEMNSION. 00.0... ssssessseessssccecacersnssescscescecscsecsescssescacnasaesceceacasenescassasseseceees 194 

Figure H64. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/‘mm square wave (8 

on/8 off) - XL7700 printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, vertical 

GUMENSION, 00.0... ecssecssssssssescsesessssceceenesessssescsescossesesnensecseseasacaeneseseseseseseees 19% 

Figure H65. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/mm square wave (8 

on/8 off) - XL7700 printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION. 0.0.00... eeeeesccecscsssesecececcecacecenssssssseecacscssssseccscaceesssssseessessessseesors 195 

Figure H66. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/mm square wave (16 

on/16 off) - XL7700 printer, no sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION. .........eecesesceccssssccscsssacecceceacsececeececcecsecssceeceesseseetscessearsesseeseseses 196 

Figure H67. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/mm square wave (16 

on/16 off) - XL7700 printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, vertical 

CGLUMENSION. ...........ccccssssecsccssssscccecssssccscecssssccecssssssssscecsscesacescesssencececesessssecs 196 
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Figure H68. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/mm square wave (16 

on/16 off) - XL7700 printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION. 0..........0ccceccceccccccecscscscssscscscsscssscesscscsscsccesssssssssscssesssssssssesese 

Figure H69. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/mm square wave (16 

on/16 off) - XL7700 printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION. ..........ccccccccccsccscecsecececscecscecscesscsssscesscecteccecececssesenceccscacecsccees 

Figure H70. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/‘mm square wave (16 

on/16 off) - XL7700 printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION. 20... .ccccccccccccccccccccccccceccccsscsscssscseccecccccnccacecensscscnsscececccecansscsces 

Figure H71. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/mm square wave (16 

on/16 off) - XL7700 printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION. ........cc..ccccccsscsscscessssccccerescscsscsssssseccsecccscscecssenscccsscaecsceesances 

Figure H72. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/mm square wave (16 

on/16 off) - XL7700 printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, vertical 

CGIMENSION.. ........ccccccccccesesececccccecssscccccccscecscsssccscccccececceceesesescecsssnaenccacees 

Figure H73. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/mm square wave (16 

on/16 off) - XL7700 printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, vertical 

CGUMENSION. ........cccsssccssscscsscessccccsssscsseccnccsccccssccccssseccssccccesseccessececsacceses 

Figure H74. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/mm square wave (50 

on/50off) - XL7700 printer, no sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION. ...........ccccccccscssssccccecscscsssscscscscsceccccccccccecssssascececcecceceecceesceeses 

Figure H75. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/‘mm square wave (50 

on/50off) - XL7700 printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, vertical 
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Figure H76. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/mm square wave (50 

on/50off) - XL7700 printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION. 20.........cccccccccscececsccscsecccsssscccccecesecscssscssscecesssessssssssnsssscsssceses 

Figure H77. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/mm square wave (50 

on/50off) - XL7700 printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION,) 2..........ccccccescccccccsscecccsccccecocsssecececaccceeceeccscsenssscsnonecccecececerees 

Figure H78. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/mm square wave (50 

on/50off) - XL7700 printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION., 20..........cccccccccecececscesseccsssscesenececscsscsssscssccsscsasscssssscsssessssceses 

Figure H79. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/mm square wave (50 

on/50off) - XL7700 printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION. .............cccsccssccsccsssscessscceccecscssscecceccescescscecccsssccecsscceceseeres 

Figure H80. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/‘mm square wave (50 

on/50off) - XL7700 printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, vertical 

GIMENSION,Y 0........cccccceccccccccccccececesscssscessscecsvececsseseccceseccsssesecessssccesssscsses 

Figure H81. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/mm square wave (50 

on/50off) - XL7700 printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, vertical 

CGIMENSION, ...........sccccccssessscccsessccsccesseccccssescsccccecsenscececsecsssssaccecescssaccecs 

Figure H82. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (3 

on/3 off) - ColorEase PS printer, no sharpening filter, 

horizontal GimeNSION...................cccccosseseccccssssecoccescccccssscecacecsceronecees 

Figure H83. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (3 

on/3 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GiIMeENSION.................cccseccccossssccccccssccccssscccccnscsccccessscecceees 
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Figure H84. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (3 

on/3 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, 

Horizontal GIMENSION................ssccccccsssssccccscccssscsssscccescsccssccsscecessees 

Figure H85. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles‘mm square wave (3 

on/3 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GiMeNSION...................cccccccsseeccececccecossssccscnssecceeececcceceseees 

Figure H86. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (3 

on/3 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GiMENSION................cccccccecosssscceccccccecscecccccssessscccccaceesscees 

Figure H87. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (3 

on/3 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GiMENSION.............cccccccsccccccccccssscscscccecsscccsccccssseccceceescecees 

Figure H88. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (3 

on/3 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GimensiOn.................cccccccsssececcseccccccccnsscccnsccccsscccnssccoescens 

Figure H89. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (3 

on/3 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, 

horizontal dimension................cccccccccscssceccecccceececesscssssscececscccceceeecees 

Figure H90. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/‘mm square wave (6 

on/6 off) - ColorEase PS printer, no sharpening filter, 

horizontal GiIMENSION.................cccccccsssecccccssscccassececccesseccconssccccseeecees 

Figure H91. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/‘mm square wave (6 

on/6 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GiIMENSION.................ccccccccsscecesssccccscccncscccnssccansecccssccsenses 
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Figure H92. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/‘mm square wave (6 

on/6 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, 

Horizontal GiIMENSION. ..............sscccccsssccccssssccsssccssssccesscccscseccssscccncesece 

Figure H93. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/‘mm square wave (6 

on/6 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, 

horizontal dimeNsiON...............c.ccccccccesssssccssscssssscccsesscceccscsssssscceseees 

Figure H94. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/mm square wave (6 

on/6 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GimenSiION.................0cccccccceccsseccccccseccccssscccccssssecccnssccceeecs 

Figure H95. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/‘mm square wave (6 

on/6 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GiMeNSION...............c.cccccccccsesecssececccccsscsscccccccccsesecececcceeees 

Figure H96. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/mm square wave (6 

on/6 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GiMeENSION.....................csscecccccecessesescencececcececsssssncnnececececs 

Figure H97. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/mm square wave (6 

on/6 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, 

Horizontal GIMENSION..................c.cscecccecocsccssccnccescnscccsccnsccesscecccsrceses 

Figure H98. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle‘mm square wave (12 

on/12 off) - ColorEase PS printer, no sharpening filter, 

Horizontal GiIMeNSION...................cccccccssssccccsscssccccscsccccccsscccccasssscccasess 

Figure H99. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/mm square wave (12 

on/12 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, 

horizontal dimension. ................ccccccccccssseccccsssscccsscssccccsccsccccessesceeeses 
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Figure H100. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/mm square wave (12 

on/12 off) - ColorEase PS, 0.75x sharpening filter, 

Horizontal AUMENSION...............ccccssccccccsssscccccssscccesssscccccscesssecececosecses 

Figure H101. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/mm square wave (12 

on/12 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GiIMeNSION.................cceceeseesescecccccccccccccccccsssececccecenscsreecees 

Figure H102. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/‘mm square wave (12 

on/12 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GiIMENSION................sccsccccccsssscccccncsscocssscccccscscccnssesscensecees 

Figure H103. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/mm square wave (12 

on/12 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GIMENSION.............cccccsscsscccscccceccccsescecescsscscccccsccesceccccceccecs 

Figure H104. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/mm square wave (12 

on/12 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GimenSiOn..................cescssscccccccccesnsscccccccenssececccccccsssccceenes 

Figure H105. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/‘mm square wave (12 

on/12 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GIMENSION..............ccccsescccscccccccccecccecccccccececsececcccesescccescers 

Figure H106. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle/mm square wave (24 

on/24 off) - ColorEase PS printer, no sharpening filter, 

horizontal GimeNnSi0N.................cccssesecccccccssssssecccccsssssssccececesssscecenees 

Figure H107. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle/mm square wave (24 

on/24 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GiIMeENSION.................ccccccconssecocsecccoscccsssccccsececenscceersconsces 
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Figure H108. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle/mm square wave (24 

on/24 off) - ColorEase printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GiIMENSION......................ccssccsseeeeceecececcccccsccecscsscessecceseesees 

Figure H109. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle/mm square wave (24 

on/24 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, 

horizontal diMeNSION.................ccccccccccssssesesscecccssssscccecccccessccceccceesces 

Figure H110. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle/mm square wave (24 

on/24 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, 

Horizontal GIMENSION...................cccssccecsssccccsscccesccccssssccesccecesccnssccsess 

Figure H111. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle/‘mm square wave (24 

on/24 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, 

horizontal dimensION..................cccccccesesessssessecceccccccccecsccssssssseceseccees 

Figure H112. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle/mm square wave (24 

on/24 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GiMmension................cccccccsccsscsssssssecceccsccssseccececensceccccccensees 

Figure H113. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle/‘mm square wave (24 

on/24 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, 

Horizontal dimension. .................ccsscccsssscccocsscccsccccssccccesccccsaceccssceasces 

Figure H114. Luminance profile of the .12 cycle/‘mm square wave (50 

on/50 off) - ColorEase PS printer, no sharpening filter, 

horizontal GimeNSION.....................cccccesscceccccesccccsssccccccsscccccsnsescneescens 

Figure H115. Luminance profile of the .12 cycle/mm square wave (50 

on/50 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GiIMeENSION...............cccccsssccccssssccccceccsscccccssccnssscccccteccnssccese 
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Figure H116. Luminance profile of the .12 cycle/‘mm square wave (50 

on/50 off) - ColorEase printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GIMENSION................cccccsssssscssccccccccssscccccssscsssscerscsscccseecees 

Figure H117. Luminance profile of the .12 cycle/mm square wave (50 

on/50 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, 

horizontal dimension. ....................cccccsesecccccssececcssccccccsscccossesseceessseses 

Figure H118. Luminance profile of the .12 cycle/‘mm square wave (50 

on/50 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, 

Horizontal GIMENSION...............cccccccocccsssssessecccccessccecccccccessssceccccssescees 

Figure H119. Luminance profile of the .12 cycle/mm square wave (50 

on/50 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GiMENSION.....................-cs-sseccssecseseeceesceccccccscsssssssceecceccees 

Figure H120. Luminance profile of the .12 cycle/mm square wave (50 

on/50 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GimeNSION....................c.ccccesssccceccsccecccececccccssscecenssscccceecees 

Figure H121. Luminance profile of the .12 cycle/mm square wave (50 

on/50 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, 

horizontal GiMeNSION................cccccesesescscecececsescccccccsssssseccccccnsessseecees 

Figure H122. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (3 

on/3 off) - ColorEase PS printer, no sharpening filter, 

VETTICAl GIMENSION. ...........cccccccceccccccoccccccecececesscecececececececescececssecececscs 

Figure H123 . Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (3 

on/3 off) - ColorEase PS printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, 

Vertical GIMENSION. .............ccccecccececcccccccssscsesscssecececsorccsccacscssssscececess 
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Figure H124. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (3 
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Figure H132. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/mm square wave (6 
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Figure H141. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/‘mm square wave (12 
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Figure H149. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle/mm square wave (24 
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INTRODUCTION 

Objective 

The objectives of this research were (1) to develop scales of preferred 

image sharpness for thermal dye transfer prints, and (2) to relate these 

scales to an objective measurement of image quality. 

Image Quality verses Image Structure 

Standard measures of image quality that are based upon the modulation 

transfer function (MTF) are frequently used to quantify image structure. 

As technologies evolve and new products develop, it is desirable to rely upon 

existing measurement techniques rather than develop product-specific 

techniques to quantify image structure. It is not only economical to adapt 

existing measurement techniques, where applicable, but this approach also 

permits comparisons across generations of system development. 

While objective measures of image quality are invaluable in the 

quantification of image structure, they characterize only the physical state 

of the image. The need to understand the relationship between objective 

measures and the subjective impressions of that image can hardly be 

questioned. Unless an image is to be produced in total absence of a need for 

some audience to examine it, then the needs of the audience must be 

considered in the process of image quality assessment. Regardless of 

whether the image is generated for aesthetic or performance purposes, 

psychophysically based criteria must be established.



Conventional measures of image structure have evolved over time as a 

result of the need to assess photographic systems; many were later adapted 

for use with emissive displays. With dramatic advances in the fields of 

electronic photography, color hard-copy, and imaging systems on the whole, 

investigation into the application of existing measures to evolving 

technologies has been required. While tremendous resources have been 

dedicated toward the development or improvement of imaging technology, 

less attention has been paid to the impact of these changes on the 

psychophysics of image evaluation or consumer expectations. 

Studies are conducted regularly to determine the consumer’s 

acceptance of images based upon their characteristics, but seldom are the 

results of these studies taken to the level of modeling consumer perception. 

This is not to imply that knowledge is not gained in the process of 

addressing consumer expectations. However, to close the gap of knowledge 

that exists between visual perception and objective measures of image 

structure, it is necessary to begin modeling the systems involved. 

The basic assumption in the study of the psychophysics of image quality 

is “quality,” as determined by subjective response, which is a function of a 

set of quantifiable variables (Evans and Attaya, 1978). The difficulty lies in 

the identification and quantification of those variables, and in the 

specification of their relationship to subjective responses. Evans and Attaya 

pointed out that quality is not a property of an image, but a subjective 

reaction driven by attributes of an image. Since most images are intended



to be viewed by persons, rather than machines, their quality is therefore tied 

intrinsically to subjective assessment. 

As Schreiber (1991) pointed out, without observer reaction models it is 

generally impossible to assess quantitatively or predict the effect an 

alteration of an image will have on perceived quality. Investigations are 

required which establish relationships between the systematic variation of 

objective measures, encompassing a wide range of conditions, and the 

subjective responses which result from those variations. 

The literature review that follows discusses the sensitivity of human 

vision to detecting contrast, the relationship between contrast and perceived 

sharpness, and objective measures of contrast and image quality. In 

addition, the influences of task format, scene content, subject selection, and 

psychophysical scaling techniques on the assessment of perceived image 

sharpness will be examined. All the areas to be reviewed play an important 

role in the effective evaluation of preferred levels of image sharpness, and 

the methods employed in this study have drawn heavily from the findings of 

previous investigations.



LITERATURE REVIEW 

The Sensitivity of Human Spatial Vision 

Investigation into the sensitivity of human spatial vision has 

traditionally been partitioned into three research areas: the formation of an 

image on the retina, retinal organization and physiology, and cortical 

functions in the processing of spatial information. However, attempts to 

model the human visual system have been complicated by variability across 

individuals, continuous changes within the eye throughout life, and 

variation in sensitivity as a function of environmental factors. 

Of the means available to humans for encoding visual information, it is 

our sensitivity in the spatial domain that is best understood. The ability of 

the human visual system to differentiate spatially coded signals can be 

referred to as the system’s resolving power. Resolving power, on the other 

hand, can be considered in terms of either visual acuity or contrast 

sensitivity. Visual acuity is a measure of the resolution capability of the 

visual system in terms of the smallest high-contrast detail that can be 

perceived at a given distance (Olzak and Thomas, 1986). Contrast sensitivity 

refers to the reciprocal of threshold contrast for a periodic pattern, 

generally either a square or sine wave. While contrast can take the form of 

luminance or chromatic contrast, the focus will be on the perception of 

luminance contrast. 

Contrast sensitivity. Most investigations of contrast sensitivity have 

relied on the use of bar patterns, sine or square wave, in which the



luminance intensity of the target varies, and where the target spatial 

frequency is expressed in cycles per millimeter (cpm) or cycles per degree 

(cpd) of subtended visual angle. The contrast of a target pattern is 

measured by calculating contrast, C,,, with the ratio of the maximum 

difference to the average in luminance intensity. This is defined as the 

modulation above the mean level, and is given by: 

C = Emax — min (1) 

Lnax * Lin 

where Lmax and Lmjn are the maximum and minimum luminances in a 

pattern (Levine, 1985). This particular calculation of contrast is referred to 

as the Michelson equation. In a uniform field the value of C,, would be 0, 

such that no detectable difference in luminance would exist across the field. 

The value C,, approaches 1 as the field is made up of alternating black and 

white bars. Therefore, values of contrast (C,,) vary between 0 and 1. If the 

contrast of a grating is increased from below detectable levels to where the 

grating is just seen, then the grating is said to have reached threshold 

contrast. However, bar patterns of different spatial frequencies require 

different levels of contrast to reach threshold. In other words, the 

distribution of luminance in the spatial domain will affect the perception of 

contrast. 

Because an infinite number of information and display condition 

combinations might exist, most researchers have adopted the use of linear 

systems analysis techniques to describe the sensitivity of the visual system. 

Linear systems analysis requires that only a few combinations of contrast



and spatial frequency be examined to specify the response characteristics of 

the entire system. The rationale behind the application of linear systems 

analysis to spatial vision rests with the fact that, assuming linearity of the 

system, any distribution of luminance intensity over space can be analyzed 

as a specific combination of sinusoidal variations of specific intensity 

(Bartleson, 1984). The appropriate combinations of sine-waves of various 

frequencies, amplitudes, and phase relationships can therefore be used to 

generate distributions of luminance intensity over space. In other words, 

any waveform can be synthesized by assembling the appropriate component 

waveforms. Similarly, any existing waveform can be completely analyzed 

through the specification of the components. These two processes are 

referred to as Fourier synthesis and Fourier analysis, respectively. The use 

of linear systems analysis assumes that the visual system behaves similar 

to a Fourier analyzer by decomposing complex visual scenes into frequency, 

amplitude, and phase components (Snyder, 1985). 

To the degree that the visual system can be described as being linear, at 

least as a first approximation, use of Fourier analysis and linear systems 

theory can be used to describe the neural or physiological response of the 

visual system to complex waveforms (Snyder, 1985). In essence, the 

approach provides a description of those frequencies in the image that can 

be detected by the human visual system. While studies have been 

performed which characterize the optical segment of the human visual 

system (Campbell and Green, 1965; Campbell and Gubish, 1966), including 

the transmission and formation of an image on the retina, the remainder of 

the visual system is not generally thought to conform to the assumption of



linearity. Because resulting output variables cannot be determined directly 

from the input stimulus, psychological variables must be used in their 

place. 

Contrast sensitivity function. To determine the threshold of contrast 

sensitivity (CTF), experiments are conducted that use varying sine- or 

square-wave gratings which an observer adjusts until the luminance 

modulation (contrast) is just noticeable. Once the CTF has been determined 

at various spatial frequencies (v), the inverse is taken to determine the 

contrast sensitivity function (CSF), where: 

1 
CTF(y) (2)   CSF (v) = 

As a result, sensitivity will increase as required contrast to detect a target 

pattern decreases. The typical CSF is an inverse U-shaped function, with 

the peak sensitivity at some middle range of spatial frequencies. However, 

the peak frequency may vary between 1 and 8 cpd of visual angle, dependent 

upon the experimental conditions. Sensitivity decreases for frequencies 

that are higher and lower than the peak frequency, with the high-frequency 

fall-off generally being sharper at low frequencies when frequency is plotted 

on a logarithmic scale (Figure 1). 

The shape of the CSF has been found to be affected by a number of 

factors, including adaptation luminance level, retinal locus, target 

waveform, pupil size, target orientation, and whether the target is 

stationary or in motion. A review by Jorna (1993) of several investigations to 

determine a human CSF is summarized in Table 1. Despite the variations



in CSF associated with experimental conditions, the peak frequency 

generally falls within the range of 2 to 5 cpd of visual angle. However, the 

overall range of frequencies to which humans are sensitive is 

approximately 0.3 to 60 cpd under optimal conditions. Reduction in contrast 

sensitivity below 2 cpd is thought to be the result of signal integration at the 

level of the retina, whereas reduced sensitivity at higher frequencies is 

believed to represent the transmission limits of the eye’s lens (Bartleson, 

1984). 
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Figure 1. Examples of contrast sensitivity functions that vary with 

levels of absolute luminance (not actual data).



TABLE 1. Summary of Human Contrast Sensitivity Studies (Jorna, 1993) 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

            

Author Date Peak (cpd) AL/L 

DePalma 1962 ? 0.0036 

Campbell & Robson |_ 1968 3.0 0.0033 

Watanabe 1969 5.0 0.0036 

Campbell 1969 5.0 0.0056 

van Meeteren 1973 2.5 - 

De Valois, Morgan, | 1974 45 0.0062 

and Snodderly 

Kelly _ 1974 4.0 0.0034 

Kelly 1974 3.0 0.0072 

Koenderink and 1974 40 0.010 

Van Doorn 

Booth 1975 2.3 0.0054 

Booth & Farrell 1975 2.3 0.0034 

Carlson 1977 3.5 0.004 

Cannon 1985 3.0 0.005 

Daly 1989 40 - 
  

Variation of the CSF with adaptation luminance. At high levels of 

photopic luminance the CSF generally peaks between 5 and 6 cpd, and 

spatial frequencies of 50 to 60 cpd are detectable under optimal conditions 

(Campbell and Green, 1965). However, De Valois, Morgan, and Snodderly 

(1974) reported that as overall luminance is reduced from 17 to 0.017 cd/m?; 

the peak spatial frequency is lowered to about 2 cpd (Figure 1). 

Variation of the CSF with eccentricity. In addition to variation in 

contrast sensitivity resulting from adaptation luminance level, there is also 

variation associated with the eccentricity of a target within the visual field.



As a target is shifted into the periphery and away from the retina, 

variations in contrast sensitivity are similar to those observed in conditions 

of low luminance (De Valois and De Valois, 1988; Rovamo, Virsu, and 

Nasanen, 1978). However, if target size is increased with eccentricity, to 

compensate for a presumed cortical magnification factor, contrast 

sensitivity remains fairly constant. 

Robson and Graham (1981), employing targets with a consistent number 

of cycles but varying in spatial frequency, reported that contrast sensitivity 

was always greatest in the foveal region. Yet, contrast sensitivity to high 

spatial frequencies fell more rapidly with increasing eccentricity than did 

sensitivity to low spatial frequencies. This decreased contrast sensitivity in 

the periphery is believed to be the result of increased photoreceptor size and 

distance separation, producing lower levels of resolution. 

Suprathreshold contrast sensitivity. Until this point in the review the 

focus has been on threshold contrast sensitivity. Yet most everyday vision 

relies on contrast sensitivity above threshold level, that is, suprathreshold. 

There is some evidence (Georgeson and Sullivan, 1975) that the CSF at 

suprathreshold level is more flat in appearance than bowed. However, 

other researchers (Cannon, 1979) have stated that not only does the CSF 

retain its bow, but the peak frequency remains in the 2 to 5 cycle/degree 

range. The distinct possibility exists that conflicting results found between 

threshold and suprathreshold levels of detection are the result of different 

experimental methodologies (De Valois and De Valois, 1988). Researchers 

have employed a variety of methodologies to determine suprathreshold 
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contrast sensitivity, including contrast matching and magnitude 

estimation (Cannon, 1979; Georgeson and Sullivan, 1975; Watanabe, Mori, 

Nagata, and Hiwatashi, 1968), without much certainty how these 

methodologies may influence the results. 

De Valois and De Valois (1988) have stated two reasons why contrast 

sensitivity functions, determined at threshold levels, may be similar or 

equal to CSFs determined at suprathreshold levels. First, they state that it 

is not the shape of the entire CSF that is important, but rather contrast 

sensitivity within a rather narrow band of spatial frequency channels. 

Second, evidence for the existence of spatial frequency channels suggests 

inhibitory interactions between these channels. Inhibitory interactions 

between the spatial frequency channels might lead to a reduction in 

sensitivity, bringing the levels of sensitivity down to that of the threshold in 

normal viewing conditions (e.g., complex images that contain stimuli of 

more than one spatial frequency). 

Multiple spatial frequency channels. Most investigations of contrast 

sensitivity, under both threshold and suprathreshold levels, have been 

conducted with a simple bar pattern stimulus at a single spatial frequency. 

However, there is evidence that when several spatial frequencies are 

present, as happens in a natural scene, inhibitory interactions are seen. 

These inhibitory interactions among frequency-specific channels of the 

visual system may in fact decrease the relative contrast sensitivity of one 

another. De Valois and De Valois (1988) suggested that such inhibitory 

interactions might force the visual system to operate at levels of contrast 
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sensitivity that are much closer to threshold than would have otherwise 

been predicted through simple-stimulus suprathreshold investigations. 

Campbell and Robson (1968) were the first to suggest that the visual 

system might contain independent groups of quasi-linear band-pass filters 

where each filter possesses limited tuning in the overall CSF. This idea 

provided a model that permitted the analysis of patterns not only in the 

space domain, but also allowed for the responding to spatial patterns on the 

basis of an underlying frequency content. 

Campbell and Robson suggested that if the visual system was filtering 

patterns into multiple spatial frequency components, then one might expect 

to see a relationship between the detectibilitiy of various spatial patterns 

and the spatial frequency amplitude spectra of the pattern. For a variety of 

waveform patterns the authors found that the amplitudes of individual 

spatial frequency components determined the threshold of detection, and 

that this relationship was independent of the overall contrast of the pattern. 

If the overall contrast of the patterns was the critical variable in 

determining the threshold of detection, then the response to either a sine- or 

a square-wave pattern ought to be the same for a given level of contrast. On 

the other hand, if the visual system was relying on narrow band-pass 

frequency channels, then a square-wave pattern ought to be detectable at 

levels of contrast below that required for sine-wave patterns. Campbell and 

Robson reported that a square-wave grating was in fact more detectable 

than was a sine-wave grating of equal contrast. Given that the 

fundamental component of a square wave is actually a sine wave of the



same frequency, but 4/x the square wave’s amplitude, one might expect to 

find that the ratio of detectability between the two waveform patterns to 

adhere to this ratio. In fact, with the predictable exception of high spatial 

frequencies, increased sensitivity to square waves was found to be 4/n that of 

sine waves of equal contrast. These findings were later corroborated by the 

work of Graham and Nachmias (1971). 

Some of the most compelling psychophysical evidence for the existence of 

frequency-specific channels was demonstrated by Pantle and Sekular (1968) 

and Blakemore and Campbell (1969), using square- and sine-wave patterns, 

respectively. The two teams of researchers demonstrated that prolonged 

observation of high contrast gratings greatly reduced the detectability of low 

contrast gratings of a similar spatial frequency. The idea behind these 

studies was to demonstrate that if, in the process of adaptation to a 

frequency-specific pattern, sensitivity was reduced, then that implied a 

frequency-specific adaptation mechanism. Therefore, the filtering 

characteristics of the human CSF had to be described as a series of band- 

pass filters rather than one filter which was broadly tuned. 

There are several likely advantages to possessing a visual system that is 

composed of multiple spatial frequency channels rather than one global 

channel. First, the use of multiple spatial frequency channels provides an 

efficient means of summarizing and relating retinal information (De 

Valois and De Valois, 1988). The use of multiple channels permits the 

condensing of visual information, yet still provides a complete 

representation of visual space. Given what we know about Fourier



analysis, as it has been applied for example in the field of human audition, 

a periodic waveform can be described as a series of sinusoidal waveforms of 

given frequencies and amplitudes. That all waveforms can be described in 

this manner means that the luminance profile of an image could be 

analyzed by units that are known to be selectively responsive to the image’s 

spatial frequency components (De Valois and De Valois, 1988). 

Modeling Human Contrast Sensitivity 

There exist several equations for modeling human contrast sensitivity; 

however, they vary somewhat according to the conditions under which they 

were derived and their intended use. A number of models have been based 

upon the work of van Meeteren (1966, 1973), who reviewed a series of 

investigations concerning contrast sensitivity. van Meeteren developed an 

equation that would represent the threshold response of the eye to various 

sinusoidal frequencies. On the basis of van Meeteren's equation, Barten 

(1987, 1989) has published two equations of contrast sensitivity (contrast 

threshold functions). One of these equations (Barten, 1989) accounts for 

display size and adaptation luminance, and is defined as: 

I = av) N14 c™), (3)   

M,(v) 

540(14 22)? 
where: a= —___fL 12 

I+ ~~ 
1+- w( 3) 

b = 0.3(1+100/L)°>, and 

c= 0.06. 
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In addition, vis the spatial frequency in cpd, L is the display luminance in 

candelas per square meter, and w represents angular display size in square 

degrees. Overall, the variable a describes the low-frequency behavior, 

whereas b and c describe the high-frequency behavior of Barten’s function. 

A plot of Barten’s CTF model is presented in Figure 2, where L is equal to 

100 cd/m2 and w is an angular display size of 19.75 square degrees. The 

variable w in this case represents the geometric mean of the display area in 

degrees of visual angle for a rectangular display that is 102 x 152 mm in 

size, and assuming a viewing distance of 345 mm. The Barten (1989) model 

was reported by Beaton and Farley (1991) as the best available model of 

contrast sensitivity for calculating image quality metrics, despite 

computational instability when included in some image quality metrics. 
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Figure 2. Contrast threshold function determined by Barten (1989).



The Relationship between Contrast and Perceived Sharpness 

The enhancement of contrast at high spatial frequencies to produce 

overshoots on edges (ears) results in increased contrast as well as the 

perception of increased sharpness. This technique is one of the most 

common means of image enhancement and can be achieved through a 

variety of methods with both analog and digital images. Schreiber (1991) 

stated that most observers, when given the choice, will even increase the 

contrast of images at high frequencies to a point where defects and artifacts 

will begin to appear. However, the goal is to produce the maximum amount 

of perceived sharpening with a minimal number of visible defects. 

The perceived sharpness between an object and its surround can be 

dramatically altered by manipulating the contrast of surrounding edges. 

When too much contrast enhancement is performed at high frequencies the 

resulting artifacts appear as Mach bands in uniform areas or “halos” 

surrounding objects (Schreiber, 1991). The effect is very strong, as most 

observers who are not experienced in judging image quality do not 

differentiate between sharpness and contrast. 

Objective Measures of Image Quality 

Modulation transfer function. Similar to equating contrast, the 

calculation of a modulation transfer function (MTF) is a determination of a 

system’s transfer characteristics. When applied to an imaging system, 

MTF describes the ratio of the input signal to the system (Mjn(v)) and the 

resulting output (Moyt(v)). Measurements of the input and output signals 
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are both physical measures that characterize the signal where the 

resulting measure from MTF, My, is dimensionless with a maximum 

value of 1 (Snyder, 1988). However, the characteristics of an imaging system 

are such that decreases in M will vary as a function of v (spatial frequency). 

The modulation measure, M, on which the input and output signals are 

based is defined as: 

M= ree (4) 

where Lmax and Lmin represent the maximum and minimum luminance 

measures, respectively, of a sinusoidal pattern. The MTF of an entire 

imaging system can be calculated by cascading the MTF measures of all 

the imaging system's components, where cascading involves the 

multiplication of MTF ordinates over the range of spatial frequencies 

covered by the system. 

The MTF of an imaging system can be used in combination with the CSF 

of the human visual system, such that the relationship between the two 

measures should determine the overall quality of sharpness in the system. 

Yet, the system transfer characteristics of the visual system only meet the 

assumption of linearity under very limited conditions, and therefore the 

visual system is not generally represented in the form of an MTF. In the 

absence of linearity, if it is assumed that the response of the visual system is 

fixed, then the components of an imaging system ought to be sensitive to, 

and representative of, the frequency response of the visual system. Failure 

to do so will result in an imaging system of less than perceptually optimal 

quality (James, 1977). 
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One of the first reports to discuss the use of MTF measures in relating 

the subjective assessment of image sharpness was that of Frieser and 

Biedermann (1975). While measures of MTF were commonly examined in 

performance tasks, reconnaissance image interpretation (Charman and 

Olin, 1965), and character recognition, Frieser and Biedermann sought to 

correlate measures of MTF with preferred levels of image sharpness in 

consumer-type photographs (a non-performance environment). The 

authors reported that preferred image sharpness is dependent upon scene 

content. Specifically, unusually low levels of MTF were preferred by 

subjects when judging a portrait relative to the levels of MTF preferred for 

the landscape scenes. 

Frieser and Biedermann (1975) had 10 observers evaluate the four scenes 

using three different psychophysical rating methodologies. Similar to the 

work reported by Stultz and Zweig (1962), observers performed a rank order 

task, a categorical rating where the criterion was overall “quality” and a 

categorical rating where the criterion was “sharpness.” All judges were 

colleagues of the authors and had knowledge of the problem being 

investigated. Frieser and Biedermann acknowledged that the outcome of 

their investigation may be biased by the make-up of the subject population. 

Despite the apparent biases of any data to result from the Frieser and 

Biedermann study, the authors did report interesting, although general, 

results. The study suggested that the impact of grain, a film speed 

variation in this case, had a greater influence on the rating of preferred



quality then did the attribute of sharpness, and that preferred image 

sharpness is dependent upon scene content. 

Liekens (1983) also reported that preferred sharpness is dependent on 

scene content. The author concluded that the level of correlation between 

subjective ratings of sharpness and MTF was heavily dependent on scene, 

but that these correlations were, at best, low to moderate. Liekens attributed 

the lack of correlation, in part, to ambiguity associated with the use of the 

term “sharpness” and the study’s participants. 

Modulation transfer function area (MTFA). It was Charman and Olin 

(1965) who first proposed that limitations of the observer be considered in 

the determination of image quality. The authors called their metric the 

“threshold quality factor” (TQF) and described it as being the area that is 

bound by the system MTF and the inverse of the contrast sensitivity function 

(CTF). The title modulation transform function area (MTFA) was later 

adopted to describe Charman and Olin’s suggestion, and is calculated as: 

Vv 

MTFA = { [MTF system(v )-CTF(v)]dv, (5) 
0 

where v- is the frequency at which MTF(v) = CTF(v). While calculations of 

MTFA are generally presented in units of angular spatial frequency 

(cycles/degree), values of MTFA will be reported in units of linear spatial 

frequency (cycles/mm) throughout the remained of this document. This 

format of reporting values of MTFA is consistent with the practices of the 

thermal printer engineering community.



Numerous studies have been conducted which related both subjective 

and objective measures of image quality to MTFA; particularly notable are 

those studies performed by Snyder and his colleagues (Snyder, 1988). 

However, in most instances where MTFA has been evaluated and reported 

in the open literature, the format of the task has been performance-based 

rather than preference-based. Two possible exceptions to the concentration 

on performance-based evaluations of MTFA are the works of Eisen (1990) 

and Jorna (1993). 

Eisen (1990) evaluated MTFA and several other image quality metrics to 

determine their relationship to subjective assessment of image quality for 

photographs that were blurred by camera motion. The author reported that 

MT¥F-based image quality metrics were strongly interrelated and 

substantial amounts of variance from subjective judgments of image 

quality could be accounted for by MTF-based metrics. However, the author 

cautioned that the generalizability of these results to static variations of 

MTF (e.g., variation in apparent sharpness due to focus rather than motion) 

has not been validated. 

Jorna (1993) evaluated the effect of spatial frequency manipulation on 

soft-copy color images and its impact on ratings of subjective image quality. 

The author then examined the relationship between ratings of subjective 

image quality and several image quality metrics (MTFA, SQRI, ICS, SQF, 

and Acutance). Jorna reported that MTFA “behaved in an acceptable 

manner with changes in subjective image quality” and should be 

considered for its “computational accuracy and practicality.”



Subjective Image Quality Determinants 

At one time, the term “sharpness” was used to describe both the objective 

and subjective impressions of image definition. However, since the 1940s 

the term “sharpness” has been reserved to describe the subjective 

impression of edge definition in images. While numerous means of 

reporting an objective measure of image definition have been developed, 

none yet has been found which can consistently relate both objective and 

subjective measures across display formats, viewing conditions, and scene 

content. 

A significant obstacle in relating objective and subjective measures of 

image quality has been the use of a wide variety of task formats and 

subjective scaling techniques by researchers. Some questions regarding 

subjective image quality best lend themselves to specific experimental 

techniques and designs, yet the use of differing methodologies by 

researchers has made comparisons across investigations difficult at times. 

The following section is a review of factors that have been shown to 

influence responses of subjective preference to image quality. 

Task format (preference v. performance). In a paper by Abdou and 

Dusaussoy (1986), the authors set out to survey measures of image quality 

and factors that determine the make-up of these measures. Principal 

among these factors is consideration for the task to be accomplished and 

identification of the end user. As Brock (1967) pointed out, the measure of a 

good imaging system depends upon the task the system is intended to



support. Images that are created for aesthetic purposes require a metric 

that is based upon subjective preference. 

Hunt and Sera (1978) identified two distinct environments in which 

humans can be expected to interact with images. In the first, a 

performance environment, observers are expected to perform a task. 

Numerous investigations have attempted to relate quantitative measures of 

image quality and image manipulation to task performance; the interested 

reader is referred to Snyder (1988). Search tasks are an example where an 

observer’s response to searching for an object in a display can be classified 

as a detection, recognition, area recognition, or discrimination task (Snyder, 

1973). Performance on these tasks is often measured in terms of response 

time or accuracy. 

The second type of environment identified by Hunt and Sera is the 

nonperformance environment. Images to be viewed in nonperformance 

environments are often for purposes of recreation, entertainment, or 

aesthetics. In general, studies of image quality measures related to 

nonperformance environments have received less attention than 

performance-related image quality. The absence of investigation may be 

due in part to the general belief that less is at stake in the nonperformance 

environment. In addition, difficulties associated with collecting purely 

subjective measures of image quality often make these types of 

investigations less empirically attractive. 

While image quality may be important in either environment, they are 

so distinctly different that it may be unreasonable to expect one measure of



image quality to relate to both. The question becomes whether it is practical 

to apply objective measures of image quality, which have been established 

on the basis of task performance, to nonperfomance environments. The 

emphasis in the remainder of this review will be placed on previous 

investigations that have concentrated on the establishment of quantitative 

measures of image sharpness for use in nonperformance environments. 

Scene content and perceived sharpness. Wolfe and Hisen (1953) 

concentrated on the effects of scene content on the perception of image 

sharpness, as well as on appropriate techniques and precision of 

psychometric methods. The authors recognized that because psychometric 

methods involve “only introspective processes” of subjective impressions 

that the reliability of such methods must be determined through repeated 

observations and the comparison of different methods. 

Wolfe and Eisen attempted to investigate the effects of scene content on 

ratings of perceived sharpness using two natural scenes and two 

geometrical patterns. The authors had experts perform the method of rank 

ordering on photographic prints that varied in levels of definition (i.e., 

perceived sharpness). The results indicated that subjects reliably ranked 

images in order of level of definition regardless of subject matter. Wolfe and 

Eisen therefore concluded that changes in subject matter could be 

considered to be “quite small and capable of affecting the relative rating of a 

pair of prints only when the difference in sharpness between prints is so 

small that it is just noticeable.” The authors did not, however, investigate a



wide array of subject matter; in particular, portraits were excluded. Wolfe 

and Eisen concluded by stating: 

“The relative sharpness values thus obtained do not appear 

to be dependent to any great extent on the method used to 

quantify the subjective impressions, nor does the composition 

of the test object have much effect on the sharpness ratings.” 

Wolfe and Eisen did not investigate effects associated with different 

populations of subjects, assuming instead that the use of all subjects 

“experienced in judging the quality of photographic reproductions” would 

not significantly alter the results. Furthermore, the authors never defined 

to their subjects, by way of example, what was meant by the term 

“sharpness.” Nevertheless, it was reported that subjects showed very little 

hesitation in providing subjective ratings of sharpness. 

Frieser and Biedermann (1975) selected four scenes: a landscape that 

included a foreground, a medium distance scene that included a building, a 

medium distance scene that included a group of people, and a portrait. The 

authors reported that preferred image sharpness was heavily dependent 

upon scene content. Specifically, low levels of MTF were preferred by 

subjects when judging a portrait relative to levels of MTF preferred for 

landscape scenes. Granger and Cupery (1972) also found a scene- 

dependent shift related to the subjective rating of portrait quality for high 

levels of MTF. Scene dependence for preferred levels of image sharpness is 

recognized by professional photographers who, when taking portrait 

photographs, rely on the use of “soft focusing,” diffuse optical filters, and



matte surfaced photographic papers. The use of these techniques to limit 

detail in a photograph often eliminates the need for “retouching” of 

photographs to lessen the appearance of blemishes, wrinkles and other 

imperfections. 

Corey, Clayton, and Cupery (1983) conducted a study to investigate the 

influence of scene content, subject distance, and background content on 

subjective ratings of image quality. Corey et al. reported that the perceived 

quality of photographic images is dependent upon the magnification of the 

subject matter in the photograph (camera-to-subject distance). Specifically, 

subjects rated images with short subject-to-camera distances higher than 

distant scenes although the objective measurements of resolution and MTF 

were equal. Yet, the authors reported no effect resulting from scene or 

background content. The authors did note, however, that the greater a 

system’s gamma, the higher the images would be subjectively rated. 

Kusaka (1989) was also interested in determining whether perceptually 

optimum levels of picture sharpness differ with scene content. Using two 

scenes, a portrait and a town square, the author manipulated image 

sharpness by blurring scans of the original scenes. The method used in 

obtaining subjective responses to sharpness variations is not well 

documented, but the images were viewed by almost 400 subjects of varying 

age and expertise. 

The results Kusaka obtained suggest that high sharpness is desirable 

for images that “contain many narrow straight lines” such as the town 

square scene. However, “soft” images, such as portraits, were not preferred



sharp, and excessively sharp portraits were most noticeable in the hair and 

eyes of the subject in the scene. Kusaka stated that an increase in perceived 

image sharpness and quality can be expressed as a monotonic function only 

to a certain level. Beyond some level of MTF, additional sharpening of an 

image results in an inverse relationship with perceived image quality. 

Unfortunately, the optimal level of sharpness appears to be dependent upon 

scene content. Similar findings by Kubo et al. (1985) and Jorna (1993) 

further support the results of Kusaka. 

Subject selection. Jackson (1974) pointed out that the most sophisticated 

of scaling techniques is worthless if the data are faulty for one reason or 

another. One point in particular that Jackson emphasized is the selection 

of appropriate participants for investigations of image quality, or 

experiments of any sort for that matter. Persons who are selected to 

participate in a study concerning the acceptance of a consumer product 

should represent the population for which the product to be examined is 

intended. Participants may in fact be actual consumers of the product 

under examination. Quality control, on the other hand, may require the use 

of persons who are trained observers and familiar with the product. In 

some instances it may be necessary to perform two or more studies to 

determine if, or how, different populations react to the independent 

variable(s) of interest. 

Unlike Jackson, Zwick (1974) and Evans and Attaya (1978) seem to 

discount the importance of participant selection being representative of the 

consumer population for which the product is intended. Regarding the



examination of image quality attributes, Zwick discussed the influence 

subject experience can have on the subjective rating of image quality. 

Specifically, Zwick stated that the results of experienced subjects tend to 

produce narrower frequency distributions (less scatter) than do results 

from inexperienced subjects when categorical scales are used in rating 

image quality attributes. The author stated that as a result, fewer 

experienced participants, relative to inexperienced, may be needed to obtain 

the same level of inter-observer consistency from experimental results. 

While Evans and Attaya (1978) stated that “an unequivocal determination of 

quality is best done in a well-defined context, referenced to a specific use, by 

judges who are highly experienced with that use.” 

Indirect Scaling Techniques and Perceived Sharpness 

While several objective measures are available that describe image 

quality, the variability of methods for obtaining subjective measures is even 

more numerous. Aside from recognizing the specifics of the task format, 

some images (display technologies) and image quality variables lend 

themselves to certain subjective scaling techniques more so than do others. 

Frequently this is the result of limitations related to display size, technology, 

or sensitivity to the variable under investigation. 

The subjective assessment of image quality has previously been 

characterized as a psychological hierarchy model that consists of the stages 

sensation, perception, recognition, and emotion (Kling and Riggs, 1971). It 

is these stages that pose the greatest drawback to subjective judgment of 

image quality; namely, there lacks a single quantitative controllable



measure among them. Yet Jackson (1974) stated that any stimulus that a 

person observes leads to a sensation that in turn has some scalar value on a 

continuum, a continuum that is generally referred to as a subjective 

continuum. This requires attaching a numerical value to the continuum 

such that a stimulus can be represented by a value holding its place along 

the continuum, and the order of the stimuli is set according to the 

sensations they produce. 

Wolfe and Eisen (1953) concentrated on appropriate techniques and 

precision of psychometric methods, as well as the effects of subject matter 

on the perception of image sharpness. The authors had all subjects 

perform three methods of evaluation, using the same images. In the first 

method, magnitude estimation, the photograph deemed to be “sharpest” 

was anchored at a value of 100. In the second method, the method of rank 

ordering, no subjective assessment relating to the magnitude of image 

sharpness was determined. The third, and final, method to evaluate 

perceived sharpness was that of paired comparisons. However, the paired 

comparison method was carried out on positive transparencies rather than 

the reflective photographic prints used in the first two experiments. While 

differences associated with the psychometric methodologies could not 

directly be compared, the authors stated that they obtained reliable values of 

perceived sharpness that were independent of the methodology employed. 

Stultz and Zweig (1962) investigated the perception of sharpness and 

perceived image quality in a follow-up to the work performed by Higgins 

and Wolfe (1955). The authors were concerned with the effects of variation



in sharpness and graininess on the perception of overall picture quality and 

definition. Furthermore, in an apparent attempt to verify the findings of 

Wolfe and Eisen (1953), Stultz and Zweig had subjects provide judgments 

using the methods of paired comparison and rank ordering. Lastly, the 

authors were interested in the effects instructional variation, and thus the 

establishment of criteria, would have on the subjective evaluation of image 

quality. 

Stultz and Zweig used one of the same scenes employed by both Higgins 

and Jones (1952) and Wolfe and Eisen (1953), a scene that varied in both 

sharpness and grain. Fifty subjects, the experience of whom is not stated, 

rated nine variations of the same image using two psychometric 

methodologies and two different criteria (each photograph was rated a total 

of four times). Subjects were instructed to rate photographs once on the 

basis of “definition” and once for “picture quality” for each of the two 

methodologies. However, the results from only one set of prints, a single 

scene, were evaluated. The authors reported that, at least among the 

community from which the subject population was drawn, the term 

“definition” was analogous to “the quality aspect of a photograph that is 

associated with the clarity of detail.” 

Stultz and Zweig reported equivalent results to judgments employing 

two different psychophysical methodologies. The two sets of judgments 

yielded scales that were reported to be qualitatively comparable, but the two 

variations in instruction “caused the judges to see the set of pictures quite 

differently in matters of detail.” While the judges certainly didn’t “see” the



photographs differently, the result of different criteria was a large 

separation in ratings on the basis of “definition” relative to “picture quality.” 

Unfortunately, no statistical tests were reported. Although apparently 

greater response variability resulted with the “picture quality” criterion, 

based upon confusion indices, the fact that variations in sharpness and 

grain were judged side-by-side (multi-dimensionally) could likely account 

for some of the observed variation. 

Stultz and Zweig concluded by saying that use of the term “picture 

quality” led observers to weigh the sharpness and grain attribute variations 

equally, whereas the term “definition” led to high correlation with acutance 

(reported as practically unity) and a low correlation with grain (Ff = - 0.60). 

On the basis of these findings, the authors stated that the relative weight 

given to individual variables in overall judgment of photographs is strongly 

dependent on the way in which instructions are worded. However, the 

psychophysical method employed does not appear to affect subjective 

judgments. 

The method of paired comparison. Of the commonly used scaling 

techniques, the method of paired comparison is considered to be one of the 

most discriminating and useful. The paired comparison technique is 

particularly useful when the determination of a precise interval scale is 

desired for a set of stimuli where small subjective differences exist between 

the stimuli (Jackson, 1974). The method of paired comparison requires that 

each subject be presented with all possible pairs of stimuli, one pair at a 

time. Therefore, if eight levels of image sharpness are to be examined, each



image is viewed in combination with every other level of sharpness. The 

result is a total of 28 pairs for each subject to view, where the number of 

possible pairs is [n(n-1)/2]. Unfortunately, the method of paired comparison 

can be difficult to implement when the number of stimuli (and therefore the 

number of pairs) becomes large. 

The paired comparison method is capable of revealing intransitive 

relationships between stimuli that cannot be determined using methods 

such as rank ordering (Boynton, 1984). Yet perhaps the greatest advantage 

to using the method of paired comparison is that it provides a means for 

determining the influence of a very small difference between two stimuli. 

The method of paired comparison has been employed in several studies that 

have examined the perception of image sharpness in photographs, 

transparencies, and motion picture film (Granger and Cupery, 1972; 

Kusaka, 1989; Liekens, 1983; Stultz and Zweig, 1963; and Wolfe and Eisen, 

1952). The technique requires very little effort of participants, who need only 

provide ordinal judgments, but yields precise interval-based results with a 

high level of discrimination (Bartleson, 1984). 

The formal procedures available to evaluate data resulting from the 

method of paired comparison are based upon Thurstone’s law of 

comparative judgment. Thurstone’s model assumes, among other things, 

that when two stimuli are presented together for comparison, the stimulus 

that results in greater perceived value will be reported as the greater 

stimulus. The size of the difference between the two discriminal processes 

for a single presentation is called the discriminal difference (Gescheider, 
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1985). Variation in the discriminal differences resulting from various 

trials can then be represented as a normal distribution on a psychological 

continuum. 

The second assumption associated with the use of paired comparison in 

establishing an interval scale is that a subject’s response to one stimulus is 

not influenced by his/her response to the comparison stimulus. The third, 

and final, assumption is that the ability of the subject to discriminate the 

magnitude of the attribute of interest is equal for all stimuli. In other 

words, not only must the subject be able to discriminate the attribute, but 

other stimulus attributes should not exist which have the potential of 

masking the perception of the attribute of interest. Therefore, other 

differences between stimuli, such as scene content, should not exist to 

examine accurately the stimulus attribute of interest (e.g., definition). 

The data that result from use of the paired comparison technique are 

developed into a proportions matrix. The proportions are then transformed 

into standard normal (z) deviates and result in an interval scale. The 

method of paired comparison is most useful when a precise interval scale 

representing subjectively small differences between stimuli is necessary. 

However, it is not applicable if subjects are unable to discriminate 

subjectively differences between stimuli, and not economical when the 

number of stimuli is large. 

The method of rank ordering. When the number of stimuli is relatively 

small, the method of rank ordering is a quick and efficient way of 

establishing an interval scale. Although not generally thought to be as



precise as the method of paired comparison, the method of rank ordering is 

convenient for both experimenter and participant. Participants are 

presented with a set of stimuli and asked to rank them in an order that 

represents the magnitude of some attribute of the stimuli. While every pair 

combination is explicitly judged in the method of paired comparison, the 

method of rank ordering makes the assumption that every pair 

combination is examined by participants. This assumption leaves open to 

uncertainty assumptions of distribution of differences between stimuli. 

The formal procedure available to evaluate data resulting from the 

method of rank ordering is, like the method of paired comparison, based 

upon Thurstone’s law of comparative judgment and the same assumptions 

previously outlined therefore apply. Interval scales may be developed from 

data obtained using the rank order method by calculating the order of the 

mean ranks. This is performed by multiplying the ranks and frequencies 

with which the stimuli were assigned the ranks, summing by rank order 

position, and dividing by the number of stimuli ranked. The resulting 

proportions are converted to standard normal (z) deviates and produce 

interval scales. 

Summary 

A review of the literature related to preferred sharpness in photographic 

prints has shown that task format, scene content, subject selection, and 

psychophysical scaling techniques may influence subjective preferences for 

image sharpness. Due in part to these findings in traditional photographic 

systems, the study about to be described investigates the affects of scene



content, subject selection (expertise), and psychophysical scaling technique 

on preferred levels of image sharpness in thermal dye transfer prints. 

Furthermore, the study investigates whether interval scales of preferred 

sharpness in thermal prints are as well correlated with objective measures 

of image quality (MTFA) as found in previous investigations with different 

media.



METHOD 

Participants 

Three groups of individuals, 32 in all, participated in the experiment. 

The first group of participants consisted of 12 adults, 20 - 28 years of age 

(mean age = 23.6) with little or no background in photography. Participants 

in this novice group used fewer than six rolls of film annually (mean 

annual film usage = 3.5 rolls) and had no experience in the quality 

assessment of photographs or other imaging media (Appendix A, Table 

Al). All participants in the first group were recruited from the student 

population at Virginia Tech. 

The second group of 12 participants consisted of advanced amateur 

photographers, 19 - 33 years of age (mean age 25.7). These individuals used 

more than 12 rolls of film annually (mean annual film usage = 53.5 rolls) 

and were generally knowledgeable and skilled in photography. Most of the 

participants in this group regularly read photographic trade magazines 

and made their own enlargements (Appendix A, Table A2). Participants in 

the second group were recruited from the communities surrounding 

Virginia Tech. 

The third group of participants were experts in image quality 

assessment, and consisted of four image evaluation judges from the 

Human Factors Group, Eastman Kodak Co. and four product development 

engineers from Thermal Printing Systems, Eastman Kodak Co. 

Participants in the final group were all employees of Eastman Kodak, 26 - 51



years of age (mean 36.1), and highly experienced at performing critical 

assessments of image quality (Appendix A, Table A3). 

All participants were screened for near (20/25) visual acuity, corrected or 

non-corrected. Near contrast sensitivity (20/25) was assessed using a 

Vistech Consultants testing system. Screening for congenital color vision 

deficiencies was also performed using a set of Dvorine pseudo-isochromatic 

plates. Biographic information, as well as information regarding 

participant photographic habits, were obtained (Appendix A, Tables 1 - 3). 

All participants were required to provide informed consent before taking 

part in the experiment (Appendix B). 

Participants, other than Eastman Kodak employees, received $5 per hour 

as compensation for their time. Persons who did not meet the screening 

requirements for visual acuity or color vision deficiencies were paid for the 

time spent during the screening process and then released from the 

experiment. 

Materials and Apparatus 

Stimuli. All stimuli were 4 x 6 inches (102 x 152 mm) dye diffusion 

thermal transfer prints. Images originated as products of Kodak Ektar 25 

or Ektar 25 Professional Film (PHR) in a 35-mm format. All film received 

Refrema C-41 processing through the Professional Finishing Laboratory 

located in Building 69, Eastman Kodak. The Refrema C41 process differs 

from standard processing techniques only in that it is a "dip" process. Use 

of the Refrema process is thought less likely to result in negative scratches 

than traditional processing techniques.



Once processed, negatives were put through the Kodak Photo CD 

Imaging Workstation (PIW), Photo CD Services Laboratory located in 

Building 65, Eastman Kodak. This procedure included the scanning of 

negatives using a Kodak PCD Film Scanner. The film scanner translated 

the processed photographic negatives into RGB (red, green, blue) digital 

images at five levels of addressability, with a maximum sampling rate of 

2048 lines x 3072 pixels. The image was then written to a five-inch Photo CD 

disc in a series of files that were retrievable at five different levels of 

addressability. 

Scenes. Images of the scenes (Figures 3 and 4) were taken by 

professional photographers from the Developmental Services Studio, 

Building 69, Eastman Kodak. The third, and final, scene was photographed 

by the author (Figure 5). The scenes vary widely in their content, but were 

generated, or selected, for the specific characteristics they possess. 

The first scene, a church, was selected because it incorporates detail (the 

building structure) as well as a large uniform area (the sky). It was 

hypothesized a priori that certain levels of sharpening would be found 

desirable in the detail of the building, but that slight amounts of noise, 

which can be easily detected in the uniform sky, would be found 

objectionable at the same levels of sharpening (Figure 3). 

The second scene, a portrait, was generated to investigate the effects of 

image sharpening on facial features. It was hypothesized a priori that 

lower levels of image sharpening would be preferred for the portrait relative 

to other scenes. In addition, the portrait incorporates high levels of contrast



and detail that were perceptually enhanced, or degraded, as a function of 

image sharpening (Figure 4). 

  
Figure 3. Scene 1 -- Church (example from XL7700 Printer).



  
Figure 4. Scene 2 -- Wedding portrait (example from XL7700 Printer). 

The final scene, a dock on a mountain lake, was generated to provide 

color contrast, depth of field, and fine detail that varies with perspective. It 

was hypothesized a priori that high levels of sharpening would be preferred 

for the background portion of this scene, but they would simultaneously be 

found to be objectionable when applied to the scene’s foreground (Figure 5).



  
Figure 5. Scene 3 -- Dock (example from XL7700 Printer). 

Output Devices 

Given that the perception of image structure is closely tied to the level of 

image addressability, two levels of addressability that can be produced in 

commercially available thermal dye transfer prints were investigated. 

However, to produce the two levels of addressability, different output devices 

were necessarily employed. 

The term addressability refers to the ability of a device to discretely 

address individual elements. Addressability in the case of thermal dye 

transfer printers can be thought of in terms of the pixel density of the 

printer, or the number of discrete elements per unit distance which can be 

produced (i.e., 300 dpi). Resolution is the ability of a device to produce



resolvable elements per unit dimension. For a discrete element display, 

such as a thermal printer, resolution is determined by the devices 

addressability, element size, and interelement spacing. 

Kodak XL7700. The first output device, a continuous-tone thermal dye 

transfer printer, was the Kodak XL7700. The XL series printers, including 

the XL7720, produce prints on a semi-gloss electronic print medium at a 

density of eight dots per millimeter (0.1778-mm spot size), at a half 

sampling frequency of 4 cycles/mm. The XL series produces a density 

range for reflective prints of 0.07 - 2.5 (Status A Green) in print sizes up to 

254 x 254 mm. This printer is currently one of the available hard-copy 

output devices for incorporation into the Kodak Photo CD Imaging 

Workstation. Figures 3, 4, and 5 were produced by the XL7700 Printer. 

Kodak ColorEase PS. The second output device, another continuous- 

‘tone thermal dye transfer printer, was the Kodak ColorEase PS. The 

ColorEase PS produces prints on a glossy electronic print medium at a 

density of 11.8 dots per millimeter (0.127-mm spot size), at a half sampling 

frequency of almost 6 cycles/mm. The ColorEase PS printer produces a 

density range for reflective prints of 0.1 - 2.3 (Status A Green) in print sizes 

up to 203 x 254 mm. This printer will soon be one of the available hard-copy 

output devices for incorporation into the Kodak Photo CD Imaging 

Workstation. Figures 6, 7, and 8 were produced by the ColorEase PS 

Printer. 

Stimuli and target patterns were generated successively from single lots 

of donor and receiver material for each of the two output devices. Target 
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patterns were used in the assessment of image quality. Associated with the 

use of the two different printers were required differences in donor and 

receiver media. Kodak Ektatherm Color Ribbon Cartridge (XL100-C) and 

Kodak Ektatherm Print Paper (XL100-11P) were the donor and receiver 

materials used in the XL7700. The donor and receiver materials used with 

the ColorEase PS were Kodak R3000 Thermal Color Ribbon and P3000 

Thermal Reflection Material. These media differences resulted in 

variations of color rendering and surface structure between prints from the 

XL7700 and ColorEase PS.



  
Figure 6. Scene 1 -- Church (example from ColorEase PS 

Printer).



  
Figure 7. Scene 2 -- Wedding portrait (example from ColorEase PS 

Printer).



  
Figure 8. Scene 3 -- Dock (example from ColorEase PS Printer).



Image Acquisition 

Images for stimulus generation were acquired from the processed Photo 

CD disc using a CD-ROM XA drive, Adobe Photoshop version 2.0.1, and 

Acquire version 6.6. Acquire is a software module written by Eastman 

Kodak for use with Adobe Photoshop specifically to retrieve images from 

Photo CD discs. Scenes were imported in a default RGB format. 

Image Sharpening 

Benati (1992) developed a series of sharpening filters for incorporation 

into the Kodak XL7700 series thermal printer to perform image 

enhancement. Through the subjective comparison of images sharpened by 

the various types of filters, Benati (1992) concluded that a family of filters 

that primarily boosted lower frequencies was the most desirable. These 

filters were applied to a series of images of various zoom rates (print sizes), 

and the sharpened images were ranked, according to their preference, by 

members of the Photo CD community at Eastman Kodak. This procedure 

was replicated for several film speeds. On the basis of expert opinions, the 

Photo CD community adopted sharpening recommendations for film speed 

and zoom rate combinations. However, no systematic study addressing 

consumer perception of the sharpening filters was performed. 

To permit use of the sharpening filters designed by Benati in the 

software application Adobe Photoshop, the filters were modified by David 

Jasinski of the Image Simulation Laboratory, Eastman Kodak, and the 

author. The sharpening filters used are all variations in magnitude of the



one 5 x 5 circular filter matrix. The effect of the filters is to produce 

increased modulation between adjacent pixels by enhancing contrast 

differences. Of principal interest is determining the optimal level of 

contrast enhancement that translates into variations of perceived 

sharpness. 

Seven sharpening filters and one null case were examined in this 

investigation. The filters are identified by a scaling factor that is based 

upon filter recommendations by the Photo CD community. A 1.0x identifies 

a filter that is intended to produce “optical” quality thermal dye transfer 

prints, or prints that are comparable to silver-halide based photographic 

systems. The remaining sharpening filters can be identified relative to the 

“optical” filter (1.0x) such that their values represent the ratios of which 

filter coefficients are multiples. Three filters that produced levels of 

sharpness less than the “optical” filter and four filters producing levels of 

image sharpness greater than “optical” were developed. Examples of the 

perceived sharpening effect produced by these filters, using the XL7700 as 

the output device, are shown in Figure 9. The 5 x 5 circular filter matrices 

used in Adobe Photoshop to produce the levels of sharpening are provided in 

Appendix C, Tables C1 - C7. 
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Figure 9. Example output of image sharpening levels from the XL7700.



Viewing Conditions 

All stimuli were judged under controlled lighting conditions at a fixed 

viewing distance. For viewing by the novice and advanced amateur 

participants a Macbeth SpectraLight IJ luminaire was located overhead of 

the viewing area to simulate D5000 lighting conditions. The illuminance 

from the light source, as measured at the print surface, was approximately 

800 lux. A fixed viewing distance of approximately 34.5 cm was determined 

for the 4R print size based upon the findings of Skelly and Keelan (1990). 

This viewing distance was maintained through the use of a padded 

headrest. 

The mounted prints were placed on a stand that was reclined at a 12- 

degree angle (Figure 10). A stand similar to that shown in Figure 10, but 

which could accommodate more prints, was also used in the experiment. 

Prints were mounted in the center of 152 x 203 mm pieces of #2 gray 

Crescent board. Mounting was necessary because the large number of 

times each stimulus would be presented to participants during the 

experiment would have otherwise damaged the corners and edges of the 

prints. In addition, mounting made presentation by the experimenter more 

accurate and it eliminated soiling of the print surfaces. 

The viewing conditions for expert participants were similar to those for 

the other participant groups. However, the level of ambient illumination 

was slightly less than that used for other participants. The viewing 

environment on site at Eastman Kodak permitted a maximum ambient



illumination of 575 lux, as measured at the surface of the print. Otherwise, 

all other viewing conditions for the expert participants were identical to 

those used during the remainder of the experiment. 
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Figure 10. Print viewing stand, short version 

Experimental Design 

The purpose of this experiment is to determine the preferred level of 

sharpness for thermal prints for three scenes and two levels of 

addressability. The overall experimental design can be broken down into 

four smaller designs of (1) preferred sharpness within level of 

addressability - paired comparison method, (2) preferred sharpness within 

level of addressability - rank order method, (3) perceived sharpness relative 

to optical prints and (4) preferred sharpness between levels of 

addressability. Each participant took part in all four aspects of the 

experimental design. However, some variables of interest were treated as 

between-subject variables.



Preferred sharpness within level of addressability - Paired Comparison. 

Two indirect psychophysical scaling methods were employed to examine 

preferred sharpness within levels of addressability. The method of paired 

comparison was the first to be used, followed by the method of rank 

ordering. Two methods, rather than one, were used to investigate whether 

the lengthy nature of performing paired comparisons might influence 

participant responses or simply be unnecessary if similar findings resulted 

from rank ordering. Pilot testing using the paired comparison procedure 

provided results that suggested participants would always prefer the 

“sharpest” image. In addition, several participants in the pilot experiment 

commented on the difficulty of determining a preference for the level of 

sharpness. However, participants did not report any difficulty in 

distinguishing between levels of sharpness. It was thought that some 

participants might simply be identifying the sharpest stimuli shown to 

avoid the task of determining which stimulus was actually preferred. 

Therefore, the addition of a second indirect scaling procedure, rather than 

replace the paired comparison procedure, was thought to be in order. 

The rank order procedure, another indirect psychophysical scaling 

method, was added to the experiment to investigate the concerns associated 

with use of the method of paired comparison. The advantages of rank 

ordering are that it is less labor intensive than paired comparison, but it 

also permits interval scaling of data. All participants performed the paired 

comparison procedure before rank ordering the stimuli. This order of 

methodologies was chosen because the method of paired comparison 

ensures that participants view all possible stimulus pair combinations, and 
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it describes intransitive relationships between stimuli. The use of a rank 

ordering procedure only implies that participants examine each adjacent 

stimulus pair combination, and cannot profile intransitive relationships. 

Therefore, the results from the paired comparison procedure are generally 

considered to be more informative than those produced by rank ordering. 

Rather than risk biasing results from the paired comparison procedure, 

which could result from the ordering of the procedures, the decision was 

made to perform the most informative procedure first. 

For the method of paired comparison, one half the participants in each 

of the three participant groups viewed all sharpening filter combinations 

(28) per scene (3) for one level of addressability (84 comparisons per 

participant). The remaining half of the participant groups viewed the same 

filter-within-scene combinations for the second level of addressability. The 

order in which stimulus pairs were presented was randomized and the 

order of scene presentation was balanced. The reasoning behind the 

division of participant groups was to prevent the possibility of biasing 

participants (an order effect) that might have otherwise resulted from 

viewing differences, other than addressability, between the printers. 

Preferred sharpness within level of addressability - Rank Order. For 

the second portion of the experiment, all participants in each of the three 

groups rank ordered the levels of sharpness for all three scenes separately 

for both levels of addressability. All eight prints (filter levels), for a given 

scene and level of addressability, were viewed at one time. The order in



which the prints were given to participants was random, as was the order 

in which levels of scene and addressability were presented. 

Perceived sharpness relative to optical prints. The third portion of the 

experiment compared perceived sharpness between the range of the eight 

sharpened thermal prints and one optical (silver halide) print of the same 

scene. All participants performed this task for each of the three scenes, but 

only on the level of addressability that they examined in the first paired 

comparison portion of the experiment. This was not a task to determine 

which print, optical or thermal, is preferred by participants, but to provide a 

baseline relative to perceived sharpness between the different media. 

Preferred sharpness between levels of addressability. After having 

performed the initial three portions of the experiment, all participants 

performed a paired comparison directly between levels of addressability. 

This portion of the experiment determined the preferred level of 

addressability for a select number of image sharpening levels. The four 

most preferred levels of sharpness, as determined in a pre-experiment, 

from each of the two levels of addressability were compared (28 paired 

comparisons). However, this portion of the experiment was only performed 

for one scene (Scene 3 -- the dock). This scene was selected because the 

differences in tone and color balance between the two output devices are 

least relative to the two remaining scenes. It was felt that the use of the 

remaining two scenes in side-by-side comparison, across addressability, 

might result in biasing due to differences between the media that are not 

controlled variables of interest.



The levels of sharpening used in this portion of the experiment were 

determined by a rank-ordering in a pre-experiment, before formal data 

collection began. The six participants in the pre-experiment were novice (3) 

and advanced amateur (3) photographers whose visual acuity was no worse 

than 20/25, corrected or non-corrected. All pre-experimental viewing 

conditions were the same as for formal data collection. 

Procedure 

Preferred sharpness within level of addressability - Paired Comparison. 

In the first portion of the experiment, the paired comparison procedure 

required participants to make comparative judgments for all possible pairs 

of stimuli. Participants were asked to select one preferred print from each 

stimulus pair, using preferred image sharpness as their only criterion. 

Participants did not handle prints during the paired comparison portions of 

the experiment. Prints were placed on the print stand by the experimenter 

for the participants to view. Participants were instructed to keep their 

forehead firmly against a headrest at all times to maintain a constant 

viewing distance. Appendix D provides the instructions to participants for 

the first portion of the experiment. At the end of every series of paired 

comparisons (i.e., after a scene was completed) participants were asked to 

recall the subject matter in the scene that they used to distinguish 

differences between the prints. 

Preferred sharpness within level of addressability - Rank Order. In the 

second portion of the experiment, the rank order procedure required 

participants to examine all eight levels of sharpness for a given scene at one



time. Participants were allowed to handle the stimuli and were asked to 

place the prints in order of preference. Again, the criterion was preferred 

image sharpness (most preferred to least preferred). A longer version of 

the viewing stand shown in Figure 10 was required during this portion of 

the experiment. The longer stand allowed participants to spread the 

stimuli out over a larger area, and aided in sorting the prints. Appendix E 

provides the instructions to participants for the second portion of the 

experiment. 

Perceived sharpness relative to optical prints. During the third portion 

of the experiment, in which participants compared levels of sharpness 

between optical and thermal prints, participants only handled the optical 

(silver halide) prints. Subjects were asked to place an optical print, 

processed from the same scene negative, along the continuum of sharpened 

thermal prints where the levels of perceived sharpness were equal for both 

optical and thermal. The thermal prints were placed on the long version of 

the print stand, in increasing levels of sharpening (perceived sharpness). 

Levels of sharpening filter were identified using numbers 1 to 8; where 1 

represented no sharpening, 2 represented the 0.5x filter, 3 represented 0.75x, 

etc. Appendix F provides the instructions to participants for the second 

portion of the experiment. 

At no time during the experiment were participants told what media 

were being used or even that different media were present. The optical 

prints used in this portion of the experiment were custom printed through 

the Professional Finishing Laboratory, Building 69, Eastman Kodak, to



match, as closely as possible, the color balance and density found in the 

thermal prints. 

Preferred sharpness between levels of addressability. In the fourth, and 

final, portion of the experiment the method of paired comparison was used 

again. Participants were required to indicate preferences for image 

sharpness across levels of sharpening filter and addressability. Appendix 

G provides the instructions to participants for the third portion of the 

experiment. Participants were asked to select one preferred print from 

each stimulus pair, using preferred image sharpness as their only 

criterion. Participants did not handle prints during the paired comparison 

portions of the experiment. The experimenter placed the stimuli on the 

print stand when paired comparisons were required. 

Objective Image Quality Measurements 

To relate the perception of sharpness in prints to the physical state of the 

image, objective measures of image quality must be performed. Using 

photometric equipment it is possible to measure and compare the 

luminance modulations of targets produced using various sharpening 

filter/printer combinations and determine corresponding MTFs for this 

segment of the imaging system. 

Square-wave targets. Square-wave targets, of 60% modulation, were 

generated in both the horizontal and vertical dimensions for each of the two 

levels of addressability produced by the different printing devices. The 

targets were printed, along with the stimuli, at the eight levels of sharpness



from both printers. For the purpose of this experiment, a horizontal square 

wave refers to a target where the bands of the target were printed parallel to 

the thermal printing head. In a vertical square wave, the bands of the 

target were printed perpendicular to the head of the printer (Figure 11). 

The square-wave target patterns began at 60% modulation in order to 

permit increased modulation levels produced by the sharpening filters. The 

terms “cycle on” and “cycle off” are generally used to refer to square-wave 

patterns where the level of modulation reaches 100% (i.e., alternating white 

and black bars). However, the terms “on” and “off” will be used to refer to 

alternating light and dark gray patterns, respectively, that make-up the 

square-wave targets used in this study. 

  

Figure 11. Square-wave target pattern, 60% modulation (ColorEase PS 

Printer). 
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Each square-wave target consisted of five different gratings, the spatial 

frequencies of which varied slightly between thermal printers due to 

differences in addressability. The spatial frequencies associated with the 

square-wave targets are provided in Table 2. 

TABLE 2. Spatial Frequencies of Square-Wave Targets 

  

XL7700 ColorEase PS 

Grating Spatial Pixels Spatial Pixels 

Frequency Freq uency 

2 cycles/mm 2 on/2 off 1.96 cycles/mm 3 on/3 off 

  

  

1 cycle/mm 4 on/4 off 0.983 cycle/‘mm 6 on/6 off 
  

0.5 cycle/mm 8 on/8 off 0.492 cycle/‘mm | 12 on/12 off 
  

0.25 cycle/mm 16 0n/16 off | 0.246 cycle/mm | 24 on/24 off 
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            0.08 cycle‘mm | 50 on/50 off | 0.118 cycle/mm | 50 0n/50 off 
  

Displays and Controls Laboratory photometric system. The 

measurement system in the Displays and Controls Laboratory at Virginia 

Tech has been custom-designed and assembled expressly for the purpose of 

investigating hard- and soft-copy image quality. The system consists of a 

Photometrics CH250 16-bit CCD camera head and controller unit. The 

camera is mounted to a Questar QM100 long distance microscope, with step 

zoom, and a precision three-axis stage. Image acquisition and processing 

were controlled using the Photometrics Image Processing Software (PMIS) 

program running on a Spear Technology 486, 33 MHz based computer. An 

optical filter holder was fitted to the system, and a Ealing Electro-Optics 

photopic eye response filter (#2) located between the camera and



microscope. This photometric system is believed to be the only one of its 

kind and differs significantly from microdensitometry, which is a 

traditional means of determining hard-copy image quality. 

Measurement procedures. Square-wave targets were mounted on glass 

and affixed to a 90-degree angle plate. The angle plate was placed inside a 

Macbeth SpectraLight II Viewing Booth simulating D5000 lighting 

conditions. The illumination level was approximately 700 lx at the surface 

of the targets. The microscope lens-to-target distance was approximately 

500 mm, but varied +/- 20 mm with zoom level and focusing adjustments. 

All measurements were made in a dark room with no source of 

illumination other than the Macbeth luminaire. The source of illumination 

is identical to the conditions under which the experimental stimuli were 

judged for preferred sharpness. 

Images that detailed square-wave target structure were acquired using 

the PMIS software in a binned format. The binning process combined 

adjacent pixels in the direction perpendicular to the wave form to increase 

the signal-to-noise ratio. A row of pixels from the center of the image that 

appeared to be free of noise was selected, and the values of relative 

luminous intensity were used to determine luminance modulation. 

Measurements were made in both horizontal and vertical dimensions, at 

the five spatial frequencies and for the 16 filter/addressability conditions. 

The resulting luminance profiles are provided in Appendix H, and the 

corresponding MTF curves are provided in Appendix I, Figures I1 - I4.



Calculation of MTFA. Calculations of MTFA were performed using the 

MTF curves determined from the luminance profiles and the contrast 

threshold model developed by Barten (1989). In order to report the results of 

this study in a format familiar to the thermal printer engineering 

community, values of MTFA are represented in units of linear spatial 

frequency (cycles/mm) rather than angular spatial frequency 

(cycles/degree). This required that the contrast threshold function 

developed using the model by Barten be converted into units of linear spatial 

frequency. The equation used to convert from angular spatial frequency to 

linear spatial frequency is given by: 

  

Lyctes/mm = 1 ’ (6) 

(tant; Ja 
Voycles/ degree 

where / is the linear spatial frequency in cycles/mm, v is the angular 

spatial frequency in cycles/degree and d is the viewing distance. 

Since there were only five frequencies incorporated in the square-wave 

targets, and thus only five points for the resulting MTF curves, integration 

of the MTF and CTF curves could only be performed across those spatial 

frequencies incorporated in the square-wave target. The calculated values 

of MTFA are therefore considered to be a modified version, as traditional 

MTFA calculations integrate over all usable frequencies not exceeding the 

limits of human resolution. The modified MTFA values include a large 

portion of the domain typically covered by traditional MTFA calculations, 

and exclude only the highest spatial frequencies attainable by the printers 

(Figure 12). The modified MTFA values are provided in Table 3.
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Figure 12. Modified modulation transfer function area. 

After the MTFA calculations were performed, the value for one of the 

conditions appeared particularly low. Upon close examination of the 

XL7700 horizontal square-wave target, at the 1.5x filter level, registration 

error could be detected. While there was no noticeable misregistration in 

the vertical target nor in any of the images used as stimuli in the 

experiment, the degree of misregistration of the horizontal target 

undoubtedly resulted in an erroneous MTF measurement for this condition. 

As a result, a new value was interpolated for the XL7700 horizontal 1.5x 

filter condition using values for the two adjacent target frequencies. The 

modified MTFA value that will be used for this condition in all further 

analyses is 0.595.



TABLE 3. Modified MTFA Values (cycles/mm) 

  

Modified MTFA 

XL7700 XL7700 ColorEase PS ColorEase PS 

Filter Horizontal Vertical Horizontal Vertical 

none 0.320 0.356 0.292 0.245 

0.5x 0.400 0.442 0.339 0.300 

0.75x 0.490 0.459 0.332 0.340 

1.0x 0.566 0.518 0.334 0.361 

15x | 0.445 (0.595) 0.506 0.336 0.341 

2.0x 0.623 0.564 0.420 0.397 

2.5x 0.758 0.601 0.434 0.453 

3.0x 0.762 0.650 0.420 0.453             
 



RESULTS 

Preferred Sharpness within Level of Addressability 

Interval scales developed from paired comparisons. Initial data 

analyses were concerned with the development of interval scales using the 

results obtained from the first paired comparison portion of the experiment. 

Interval scales were development using the method described by Bartleson 

(1984). Raw data were converted into a matrix of frequencies that 

represented the number of times each stimulus was preferred over another 

stimulus. These frequencies were then converted into proportions (p) by 

dividing the frequencies by the total number of observations for a given 

condition. Finally, interval scale values were determined from the 

proportion matrix by converting p values into standard normal (z) deviates, 

and summing across all comparisons for a given stimulus level. The 

resulting interval scales were adjusted by adding a constant to all scale 

values such that the lowest value of every scale became 0. Interval scales 

were developed for each scene, by level of addressability, independently for 

each of the three populations of participants (Tables 4 - 9). A listing of the 

subject matter that participants reported concentrating on during the 

paired comparison procedure is provided in Appendix J, Tables J1 - J3. 

Examination of the interval scales developed from the paired 

comparison data reveals variability in scale values across scenes and 

addressability. While some of the scales increase monotonically with 

increasing levels of sharpening, others show a nonmonotonic relationship.



Each of the interval scales developed for the bride scene (Table 5) from the 

paired comparison data, for all three participant groups and both levels of 

addressability, resulted in nonmonotonic relationships with increasing 

levels of sharpening. In total, nine of the 18 interval scales developed from 

the paired comparison data resulted in nonmonotonic relationships with 

increasing levels of sharpening. 

Interval scales developed from rank ordering. Interval scales were 

developed using the data obtained from the rank order method. Again, the 

procedure for scale development was described by Bartleson (1984). The 

order of the mean ranks was determined by multiplying the ranking 

stimuli received by their associated frequencies, summing across all levels 

of rank, and dividing by the number of stimulus levels. The resulting 

values were then converted into proportions (p), which in turn were 

converted into standard normal (z) deviates. The resulting interval scales 

were adjusted by adding a constant to all scale values so that the lowest 

value of the scale became 0. Interval scales were developed for each scene 

by addressability condition, independently for each of the three groups of 

participants (Tables 4 - 9). | 

Similar to the results observed from the paired comparison data, 

examination of the interval scales developed from the rank order data 

revealed variability in scale values across scenes and addressability. 

Unlike the results observed from the paired comparison procedure, 

monotonic relationships between interval scales and levels of image 

sharpening were more frequent than were nonmonotonic relationships.



Each of the interval scales developed for the church and dock scenes, for the 

ColorEase PS printer, resulted in monotonically increasing ‘relationships 

with levels of perceived image sharpness (sharpening filter level). 

Comparison of interval scales. Pearson product-moment correlations 

were calculated on the interval scale values developed independently from 

the two scaling methodologies to determine whether the methods of data 

collection produced similar scale values. Correlation coefficients are 

provided in Tables 4 - 9. A high degree of correlation (r > 0.92, p < 0.05) was 

found between interval scales that had been determined from the two 

indirect scaling methodologies for all but one of the levels of scene, 

addressability, and participant group. The remaining condition (bride 

scene, XL7700 printer, novice participants) resulted in a correlation 

coefficient of only r = 0.81 (p < 0.05).



TABLE 4. Interval Scales of the Church Scene - XL7700 Printer 

Novice 

Filter 

Method none 0,5x_ 0.75x 10x 15x 20x 25x 3,0x 

Rank Order 0.00 136 173 215 263 304 334 364 r 

Pair Comp. 0.00 202 318 548 7.79 808 10.97 10.97 0.98 

Advanced Amateur 

Filter 

Method x x x 

Rank Order 0.00 173 161 224 257 289 3.20 3.644 r 

Pair Comp. 0.00 260 491 491 635 7.51 837 693 0.98 

Expert 

Filter 

Method none 0,5x 0,75x 10x 15x 20x 25x 3,0x 

Rank Order 0.00 153 191 246 300 312 295 264 r 

Pair Comp. 0.00 215 286 5.33 | 6.75 781 816 6.75 0.95



TABLE 5. Interval Scales of the Bride Scene - XL7700 Printer 

Novice 

Filter 

Method none 0,.5x 0.75x 10x 15x 20x 25x 3,0x 

Rank Order 0.00 110 161 190 203 171 L177 125 

Pair Comp. 0.00 260 693 548 548 491 289 173 

Advanced Amateur 

Filter 

Method 2,5x x 

Rank Order 0.00 083 129 144 171 200 203 2.10 

Pair Comp. 0.00 260 404 491 635 635 693 5.77 

Expert 

Filter 

Method 2 2,.5x x 

Rank Order 0.00 176 246 269 306 284 264 2.15 

Pair Comp. 0.00 177 318 389 566 495 495 3.89 

0.81 

0.97 

0.94



TABLE 6. Interval Scales of the Dock Scene - XL7700 Printer 

Novice 

Filter 

Method none 0,5x_0.75x LOx 15x 20x 2,5x 3,0x 

Rank Order 0.00 141 180 202 251 3.00 3.57 3.79 r 

Pair Comp. 0.00 202 404 491 722 982 982 10.68 0.97 

Advanced Amateur 

Filter 

Method none _0,5x__0,75x_ 10x 15x 20x 2,5x__3,0x 

Rank Order 0.00 110 141 186 238 277 290 277 r 

Pair Comp. 0.00 144 462 5.77 664 837 895 10.39 0.96 

Expert 

Filter 

Method x 2 2,5x x 

Rank Order 0.00 107 158 185 227 248 259 2.08 r 

Pair Comp. 0.00 212 283 530 636 742 742 8.13 0.93



TABLE 7. Interval Scales of the Church Scene - ColorKase PS Printer 

Novice 

Filter 

Method none 05x 0.75x 10x 15x 20x 25x 30x 

Rank Order 0.00 157 169 199 2638 289 3.20 4.65 r 

Pair Comp. 0.00 318 346 462 751 9.53 9.82 10.39 0.94 

Advanced Amateur 

Filter 

Method none 0,5x 0.75x 10x 15x 20x 25x 3,0x 

Rank Order 0.00 173 161 224 257 289 320 3.64 r 

Pair Comp. 0.00 231 289 520 693 895 10.39 11.84 0.96 

Expert 

Filter 

Method x 2 2,5x x 

Rank Order 0.00 159 191 224 279 357 3.18 4.65 r 

Pair Comp. 0.00 248 318 530 742 672 7.07 7.42 0.92



TABLE 8. Interval Scales of the Bride Scene - ColorEase PS Printer 

Novice 

Filter 

Method 2 x x 

Rank Order 0.00 131 110 13 177 #4177 #148 = «#149 r 

Pair Comp. 0.00 3.18 404 491 577 577 577 5.20 0.95 

Advanced Amateur 

Filter 

Method none _0,5x_0,75x_ 10x 15x 2.0x_ _2,5x__3,0x 

Rank Order 0.00 071 094 125 161 171 202 2.02 r 

Pair Comp. 0.00 202 375 462 693 953 808 895 0.96 

Expert 

Filter 

Method none 0.5x 0.75x 10x 15x 20x 25x 3,0x 

Rank Order 0.00 083 115 152 156 142 147 1.6 r 

Pair Comp. 0.00 177 460 424 495 460 424 3.89 0.94 
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TABLE 9. Interval Scales of the Dock Scene - ColorEase PS Printer 

Novice 

Filter 

Method none _0,5x__0,75x_ 10x 1.5x 2.0x_ _2,5x__3.0x 

Rank Order 0.00 149 190 215 227 300 334 413 r 

Pair Comp. 0.00 289 433 462 693 808 10.68 10.97 0.97 

Advanced Amateur 

Filter 

Method Xx 2 x 

Rank Order 0.00 0.79 120 153 214 252 268 3.36 r 

Pair Comp. 0.00 231 346 491 693 837 10.97 11.55 0.98 

Expert 

Filter 

Method 2 Xx x 

Rank Order 0.00 051 078 129 161 142 4197 223 r 

Pair Comp. 0.00 248 3.18 389 530 742 884 848 0.95 
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Coefficients of agreement. Using the interval scales developed from the 

paired comparison method, coefficients of agreement and consistence were 

determined for each of the scene by addressability conditions for each 

participant group. A coefficient of agreement (uw) is a value between -1.0 and 

1.0 that represents the level of agreement among participants in a paired 

comparison experiment with regard to their preference for the levels of 

stimuli (David, 1988). A coefficient of agreement value of 1.0 indicates that a 

perfect agreement exists among participants, whereas negative values 

indicate a considerable lack of agreement among participants. Tests of 

significance for coefficients of agreement are performed using an 

approximation of the X2-distribution. Coefficients of agreement are 

provided in Tables 10 - 15. 

For both the church and dock scenes, at either level of addressability, a 

high degree of agreement (0.343 < u < 0.914) was observed among 

participants for preferences in perceived image sharpness. However, at 

both levels of addressability, agreement among participants for levels of 

sharpness in the bride scene was low (0.057 < u < 0.538). Furthermore, 

coefficients of agreement for the novice and expert groups viewing the bride 

scene, produced with the ColorEase PS printer, were not statistically 

significant (p < 0.124). The lack of significance suggests that participants in 

these two groups made their preference decisions almost at random for this 

condition (David, 1988). 

Coefficients of consistence. The coefficient of consistence (C) represents 

the level of consistency participants exhibited in the process of examining



all conditions. Specifically, the coefficient of consistence measures the 

number of circular triads produced by a participant. A circular triad 

occurs if a judge prefers stimulus A over B, B over C, and C over A. Circular 

triads can result either from actual participant inconsistencies or from an 

inability by participants to specify a preference between stimulus levels 

(David, 1988). A coefficient of consistence (C) equal to 1.0 indicates that a 

participant has been perfectly consistent in his/her responses, while a 

coefficient of 0.0 indicates that a participant has committed every possible 

circular triad. Coefficients of consistence are provided in Tables 10 - 15 in 

the form of ranges that describe the range of consistence among 

participants within a participant group, for a given scene by addressability 

condition. 

The levels of participant consistence were generally high (i.e., 

participants made few circular triads) for all but one condition. For both 

the advanced amateur and expert groups, viewing prints from the 

ColorEase PS printer, several participants committed a significant number 

of circular triads when judging the bride scene (€ > 0.150). The low levels of 

consistence in both groups suggest that participants were unable to identify 

accurately a preference for any particular level of image sharpening in this 

scene.



TABLE 10. Coefficients of Agreement and Consistence for the Church 

Scene - XL7700 Printer 

Novice 

Coefficient of Agreement = 0.819, p < 0.05 

Coefficient of Consistence = 0.800 < ¢ < 1.000 

Advanced Amateur 

Coefficient of Agreement = 0.343, p < 0.05 

Coefficient of Consistence = 0.650 < ¢ < 1.000 

Expert 

Coefficient of Agreement = 0.571, p < 0.05 

Coefficient of Consistence = 0.800 < € < 1.000 
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TABLE 11. Coefficients of Agreement and Consistence for the Bride Scene - 

XL7700 Printer 

Novice 

Coefficient of Agreement = 0.167, p < 0.05 

Coefficient of Consistence = 0.650 < € < 1.000 

Advanced Amateur 

Coefficient of Agreement = 0.186, p < 0.05 

Coefficient of Consistence = 0.700 < € < 1.000 

Expert 

Coefficient of Agreement = 0.155, p < 0.05 

Coefficient of Consistence = 0.800 < € < 1.000 
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TABLE 12. Coefficients of Agreement and Consistence for the Dock Scene - 

XL7700 Printer 

Novice 

Coefficient of Agreement = 0.729, p < 0.05 

Coefficient of Consistence = 0.600 < € < 1.000 

Advanced Amateur 

Coefficient of Agreement = 0.610, p < 0.05 

Coefficient of Consistence = 0.600 < € < 1.000 

Expert 

Coefficient of Agreement = 0.548, p < 0.05 

Coefficient of Consistence = 0.750 < € < 1.000 
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TABLE 13. Coefficients of Agreement and Consistence for the Church 

Scene - ColorEase PS Printer 

Novice 

Coefficient of Agreement = 0.633, p < 0.05 

Coefficient of Consistence = 0.600 < C < 1.000 

Advanced Amateur 

Coefficient of Agreement = 0.914, p < 0.05 

Coefficient of Consistence = 0.850 < € < 1.000 

Expert 

Coefficient of Agreement = 0.512, p < 0.05 

Coefficient of Consistence = 0.850 < € < 1.000



TABLE 14. Coefficients of Agreement and Consistence for the Bride Scene - 

ColorEase PS Printer 

Novice 

Coefficient of Agreement = 0.057, p = 0.124 

Coefficient of Consistence = 0.550 < € < 1.000 

Advanced Amateur 

Coefficient of Agreement = 0.538, p < 0.05 

Coefficient of Consistence = 0.150 < € < 1.000 

Expert 

Coefficient of Agreement = 0.060, p = 0.214 

Coefficient of Consistence = 0.450 < € < 1.000 
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TABLE 15. Coefficients of Agreement and Consistence for the Dock Scene - 

ColorEase PS Printer 

Novice 

Coefficient of Agreement = 0.695, p < 0.05 

Coefficient of Consistence = 0.600 < ¢ < 1.000 

Advanced Amateur 

Coefficient of Agreement = 0.838, p < 0.05 

Coefficient of Consistence = 0.850 < € < 1.000, p < 0.05 

Expert 

Coefficient of Agreement = 0.690, p < 0.05 

Coefficient of Consistence = 0.750 < € < 1.000



Multiple comparison range tests. The multiple comparison range test 

for use in the analysis of paired comparison data was described by David 

(1988) and is based upon an approximated X2-distribution. Rather than 

determining the difference between pairs of means, as is performed with 

most multiple comparison procedures, the multiple comparison range test 

examines differences in the frequency of preference relative to a critical 

value. Critical values for the multiple comparison range test are based 

upon the work of Pearson and Hartley (1970). The procedure is considered 

to be more conservative than applying a series of t-tests, but less 

conservative than the Tukey’s method. Multiple comparison range tests 

were calculated for each of the scene by addressability conditions for each of 

the participant groups (Tables 16 - 21). Results of the multiple comparison 

range tests provide the order of filter preference as well as specify 

significant differences among levels of filter preference based upon 

preference frequency. 

Results of the multiple comparison range tests show that participants 

generally preferred high levels of perceived sharpness (filter levels 1.5x to 

3.0x), yet there seldom was any significant difference among the four 

highest levels of sharpening filter. In only three instances was a 

significant difference found among the four highest levels of sharpening 

filter (Tables 17, 19, and 20), and in two instances the scene being judged 

was the bride scene (Tables 17 and 20). In the final instance (Church scene, 

ColorEase PS printer, advanced amateur participants) the order of 

preference was increasing monotonically with filter level and there was



simply a very strong preference for the three highest levels of sharpening 

filter. 

The multiple comparison range tests failed to show any instances where 

un-sharpened prints were preferred over sharpened prints. In other 

words, participants always preferred some sharpening over none at all. 

There was, however, a noticeable increase in the relative preference for the 

unsharpened prints, over highly sharpened prints, for the bride scene at 

both levels of addressability. 
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TABLE 16. Multiple Comparison Range Tests for the Church Scene - 

XL7700 Printer 

Novice 

Order of increasing filter preference 

Filter none 0.5x 0.75x 1.0x 15x 2.0x 2.5x  3.0x 
  

Frequency 0 7 11 19 27 28 38 38 

[ ] 
[ ] 

[ J 

  

  

  

  

Advanced Amateur 

Order of increasing filter preference 

Filter none 0.5x 0.75x 1.0x 1.5x 3.0x 2.0x  2.5x 

Frequency 3 12 2 20 2 2/ 2 32 

  

  

Expert 

Order of increasing filter preference 

Filter none 0.5x 0.75x 1.0x 1.5x 3.0x 2.0x 2.5x 

Frequency 0 6 8 15 19 19 22 23 

[ ] 

  

  

  

Bracketed values are not significantly different at a = 0.05.



TABLE 17. Multiple Comparison Range Tests for the Bride Scene - XL7700 

Printer 

Novice 

Order of increasing filter preference 

Filter none 3.0x 0O.5x 2.5x 2.0x 1.0x 1.5x 0.75x 

Frequency 8 14 17 18 2 2/ 2/ a2 
] 

[ J 

  

  

  

  

Advanced Amateur 

Order of increasing filter preference 

Filter none 0.5x 0.75x 1.0x 3.0x 2.0x 1.5x  2.5x 

Frequency 5 14 19 22 2 2/ 2/ 29 
[ ]   

  

  

Expert 

Order of increasing filter preference 

Filter none 0.5x 0.75x 1.0x 3.0x 2.0x 2.5x 1.5x 

Frequency 4 9 13 15 15 18 18 20 
J   
  

  

Bracketed values are not significantly different at a = 0.05.



TABLE 18. Multiple Comparison Range Tests for the Dock Scene - XL7700 

Printer 

Novice 

Order of increasing filter preference 

Filter none 0.5x 0.75x 1.0x 1.5x 2.0x 2.5x 3.0x 

Frequency Ch 0 7 14 17 2 oA oA 3/ 

  

  

  

[ ]   
  

Advanced Amateur 

Order of increasing filter preference 

Filter none 0.5x 0.75x 1.0x 15x 2.0x 2.5x 3.0x 

Frequency 1 6 17 21 24 30 a2 37 

  

  

Expert 

Order of increasing filter preference 

Filter none 0.5x 0.75x 1.0x 1.5x 2.0x 2.5x 3.0x 

Frequency 0 6 8 15 18 21 21 23 
[ 

  

  
  
  

  

Bracketed values are not significantly different at a = 0.05.



TABLE 19. Multiple Comparison Range Tests for the Church Scene - 

ColorEase PS Printer 

Novice 

Order of increasing filter preference 

Filter none 0.5x 0.75x 1.0x 1.5x 2.0x 2.5x 3.0x 
  

Frequency ' 0 jl 12 16 26 33 oA 36 

[ J 
[ ] 

[ ] 

  

  

  
  

Advanced Amateur 

Order of increasing filter preference 

Filter none 0.5x 0.75x 1.0x 1.5x 2.0x 2.5x 3.0x 

Frequency 0 8 10 18 24 31 36 4) 
] 

[ ] 

  

  

  

  
  

Expert 

Order of increasing filter preference 

Filter none 0.5x 0.75x 1.0x 2.0x 2.5x 3.0x 1.5x 
  

Frequency 1 7 9 15 19 20 21 21 

[ ] 

  

  

  

Bracketed values are not significantly different at a = 0.05.



TABLE 20. Multiple Comparison Range Tests for the Bride Scene - 

ColorEase PS Printer 

Novice 

Order of increasing filter preference 

Filter none 0.5x 0.75x 1.0x 3.0x 15x 20x 2.5x 

Frequency 6 17 18 23 2A 26 26 26 
[ ]   

  

Advanced Amateur 

Order of increasing filter preference 

Filter none 0.5x 0.75x 1.0x 1.5x 2.5x 3.0x 2.0x 

Frequency 2 9 6 18 26 30 33 35 
  

  

[ ]   

  

  

Expert 

Order of increasing filter preference 

Filter none 0.5x 3.0x 10x 2.5x 0.75x 20x  1.5x 
  

Frequency 6 9 13 6 16 17 17 18 
  

  

Bracketed values are not significantly different at « = 0.05.



TABLE 21. Multiple Comparison Range Tests for the Dock Scene - 

ColorEase PS Printer 

  

Novice 

Order of increasing filter preference 

Filter none 0.5x 0.75x 1.0x 15x 2.0x 2.5x 3.0x 

Frequency 0 10 15 16 24. 28 37 38 

  

  

  

Advanced Amateur 

Order of increasing filter preference 

Filter none 0.5x 0.75x 1.0x 15x 2.0x 25x 3.0x 

Frequency ' 0 8 12 17 24 29 38 40 
  

  

  
  

  
  

Expert 

Order of increasing filter preference 

Filter none 0.5x 0.75x 1.0x 1.5x 2.0x 3.0x 2.5x 
  

Frequency 0 7 9 11 15 21 24 25 
[   
  
  

  

Bracketed values are not significantly different at a = 0.05.



Analyses of variance. Analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were performed 

to determine if differences in interval scale values could be attributed to 

levels of sharpening (Filter) or to different participant groups (Population). 

Because the procedure to development interval scales eliminates the 

participant variance component of the analyses, no participant variance 

was available for the "error" term in the ANOVA. Therefore, analyses of 

variance were performed using the interaction term (Filter x Population) as 

the F-ratio denominator for the two main effect variables. Post-hoc 

comparisons were made on the significant main effect variables using the 

Student-Newman-Keuls (SNK) multiple comparison test. Results of the 

ANOVAs and SNK multiple comparison tests can be seen Tables 22 - 27. 

The ANOVAs performed to determine differences in interval scale 

values attributable to the Filter effect (i.e., levels of perceived sharpness) 

resulted in significant differences for each of the scenes, at both levels of 

addressability (F (7,14) = 7.016, p < 0.001). The effect of Population was also 

found to be significant for three of the Scene x Addressability conditions 

(Tables 24, 26, and 27). 

Results from the SNK multiple comparison tests for the Filter effect 

frequently reported significant differences among all but the most preferred 

levels of Filter, where the most preferred levels tended to be highest levels of 

sharpening (Filter levels 2.5x or 3.0x). In other words, mean interval scale 

values tended to increase with increasing levels of Filter. However, for the 

bride scene, at both levels of Addressability, the SNK tests reported 

significant differences between only the least (none and 0.5x) and most



preferred levels of Filter (0.75x to 3.0x). Therefore, for the bride scene, the 

results showed that no significant differences existed among the mean 

interval scale values for the six most preferred levels of sharpening (Tables 

23 and 26). 

The results of the SNK multiple comparison test for the effect Population 

reported significant differences between the expert participant group and 

the remaining groups for the dock scene, at both levels of Addressability. 

Specifically, mean interval scale values for the expert participants were 

significantly lower than mean values produced by either the novice or 

advanced amateur groups. Similar results were found for the bride scene 

produced by the ColorEase PS printer, where the mean interval scale value 

for expert participants was significantly lower than the advanced amateur 

group. There were no instances reported of either the novice or advanced 

amateur participant groups being significantly different from one another.



TABLE 22. Analysis of Variance Summary Table for the Church Scene - 

  

XL7700 Printer 

Source df ss Mean Square F p 

Population(P) 2 5.259 2.630 2.440 0.1233 
Filter(F) 7 217.359 31.051 28.811 0.0001 
PxF 14 15.088 1.078 

  

Student-Newman-Keuls Results for Filter 

r M ] roupi 

none 0.000 A 

0.5x 2.257 B 
B 

0.75x 3.650 BC 
C 

1.0x 5.240 Cc D 
D 

1.5x 6.963 DE 
E 

2.0x 7.800 E 
E 

3.0x 8.217 E 
E 

2.5x 9.167 E 

  

Means with the same letter are not significantly different at a< 0.05.



TABLE 23. Analysis of Variance Summary Table for the Bride Scene - 

  

XL7700 Printer 

Source df SS Mean Square F Dp 

Population(P) 2 5251 2.625 1.646 0.2280 
Filter(F) 7 78.321 11.189 7.016 0.0010 
PxF 14 22.327 1.595 

  

Student-Newman-Keuls Results for Filter 

] roupin 

none 0.000 A 

0.5x 2.323 B 

B 
3.0x 3.979 B 

B 
0.75x 4.717 B 

B 
1.0x 4.760 B 

B 

2.5x 4.923 B 

B 
2.0x 5.403 B 

B 
1.5x 5.830 B 

  

Means with the same letter are not significantly different at a < 0.05.



TABLE 24. Analysis of Variance Summary Table for the Dock Scene - 

  

XL7700 Printer 

Source df SS ‘Mean Square F Dp 

Population(P) 2 6.645 3.323 6.696 0.0091 
Filter(F) 7 273.310 39.044 78.687 0.0001 
PxF 14 6.947 0.496 

  

Student-Newman-Keuls Results for Population 

Population __ Mean Scale Value -._~S$ SNK Grouping __ 

Expert 4.948 A 

Novice 6.064 B 
B 

Adv. Amateur 6.064 B 

  

Means with the same letter are not significantly different at a < 0.05.



TABLE 24. Analysis of Variance Summary Table for the Dock Scene - 

XL7700 Printer (continued) 

Student-Newman-Keuls Results for Filter 

Filter Level M Scale Val SNK G . 

none 0.000 A 

0.5x 2.053 B 

0.75x 3.367 Cc 

1.0x 5.040 D 

1.5x 6.933 E 

2.0x 9.020 F 
F 

2.5x 9.020 F 
F 

3.0x 9.830 F 

  

Means with the same letter are not significantly different at a < 0.05.



TABLE 25. Analysis of Variance Summary Table for the Church Scene - 

ColorEase PS Printer 

  

Source df SS Mean Square F Dp 

Population(P) 2 6.631 3.315 3.038 0.0802 
Filter(F) 7 262.130 37.447 34.310 0.0001 
PxF 14 15.280 1.091 

  

Student-Newman-Keuls Results for Filter 

| M roupin 

none 0.000 A 

0.5x 2.657 B 
B 

0.75x 3.177 B 

1.0x 5.040 C 

1.5x 7.287 D 
D 

2.0x 8.400 D&E 
DE 

2.5x 9.093 DE 
E 

3.0x 9.883 E 

  

Means with the same letter are not significantly different at a < 0.05.



TABLE 26. Analysis of Variance Summary Table for the Bride Scene - 
ColorEase PS Printer 

  

Source df SS Mean Square F Dp 

Population(P) 2 15.365 7.682 4.700 0.0274 
Filter(F) 7 108.627 15.518 9.493 0.0002 
PxF 14 22.885 1.635 

  

Student-Newman-Keuls Results for Population 

Population ___ Mean Scale Value ___ SNK Grouping _ 

Expert 3.536 A 
A 

Novice 4.330 A B 
B 

Adv. Amateur 5.536 B 

  

Means with the same letter are not significantly different at a< 0.05.



TABLE 26. Analysis of Variance Summary Table for the Bride Scene - 

ColorEase PS Printer (continued) 

Student-Newman-Keuls Results for Filter 

1 in 

none 0.000 A 

0.5x 2.323 B 
B 

0.75x 4.130 B C 
BC 

1.0x 4.590 BC 
C 

1.5x 5.883 C 
C 

3.0x 6.013 C 
C 

2.5x 6.030 C 
C 

2.0x 6.633 C 

  

Means with the same letter are not significantly different at a < 0.05.



TABLE 27. Analysis of Variance Summary Table for the Dock Scene - 

ColorEase PS Printer 

  

Source df SS Mean Square F Dp 

Population(P) 2 6.616 3.308 9.137 0.0029 
Filter(F) 7 284.946 40.707 112.438 0.0001 
PxF 14 5.069 0.362 

  

Student-Newman-Keuls Results for Population 

Population Mean Scale Value SNK Grouping 

Expert 4,949 A 

Adv. Amateur 6.062 B 

Novice 6.063 3 

  

Means with the same letter are not significantly different at a < 0.05.



TABLE 27. Analysis of Variance Summary Table for the Dock Scene - 

ColorEase PS Printer (continued) 

Student-Newman-Keuls Results for Filter 

roupin 

none 0.000 A 

0.5x 2.560 B 

0.75x 3.657 C 

1.0x 4,473 C 

1.5x 6.387 D 

2.0x 7.957 E 

2.5x 10.163 F 

3.0x 10.333 fF 

  

Means with the same letter are not significantly different at a < 0.05.



Differences in Interval Scales Across Levels of Addressability 

To examine differences among the interval scales that were developed 

independently for the two levels of addressability, the scales were plotted 

against one another for each of the scene by participant group conditions for 

both indirect scaling procedures (Figures 13 - 30). Because the scales that 

are plotted in each of the figures were developed using the same method, a 

direct comparison can be made. 

Inspection of Figures 13 - 30 shows that most of interval scales are not 

only well correlated (i.e., their trends coincide), but that the mean scale 

values are also very similar. The worst instance of interval scale trends not 

coinciding across levels of addressability is for the bride scene, novice 

participant group, using the paired comparison procedure (Figure 20). 

Plots that show similar trends, but different mean values, indicate that 

agreement among participants in developing a scale for one level of 

addressability was greater than among participants at the other level of 

addressability (Figure 23). A correlation coefficient is provided in each of 

the figures as a measure of similarity between scale trends. 

When neither the trend or mean scale values coincide, differences in 

preference for levels of enhancement (i.e., perceived sharpness) likely exist 

for the scene by participant group condition between the levels of 

addressability. Differences in preference are most apparent in the scales 

developed for the bride scene using the paired comparison procedure for all 

three participant groups (Figures 20, 22, and 24). Differences between



interval scales developed for the two levels of addressability for the church 

and dock scenes were frequently minor. These results indicate that, at least 

for the church and dock scenes, that participants’ preference for levels of 

sharpening appears independent of addressability level. 
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Figure 13. Comparison of interval scales across addressability levels - 

Church scene, novice participants, rank order procedure. 
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Figure 14. Comparison of interval scales across addressability levels - 

Church scene, novice participants, paired comparison procedure. 
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Figure 15. Comparison of interval scales across addressability levels - 

Church scene, adv. amateur participants, rank order procedure. 
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Figure 16. Comparison of interval scales across addressability levels - 

Church scene, adv. amateur participants, paired comparison 

procedure. 
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Figure 17. Comparison of interval scales across addressability levels - 

Church scene, expert participants, rank order procedure. 
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Figure 18. Comparison of interval scales across addressability levels - 

Church scene, expert participants, paired comparison procedure. 
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Figure 19. Comparison of interval scales across addressability levels - Bride 

scene, novice participants, rank order procedure. 
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Figure 20. Comparison of interval scales across addressability levels - Bride 

scene, novice participants, paired comparison procedure. 
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Figure 21. Comparison of interval scales across addressability levels - Bride 

scene, adv. amateur participants, rank order procedure. 
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Figure 22. Comparison of interval scales across addressability levels - Bride 

scene, adv. amateur participants, paired comparison procedure. 
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Figure 23. Comparison of interval scales across addressability levels - Bride 

scene, expert participants, rank order procedure. 
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Figure 24. Comparison of interval scales across addressability levels - Bride 

scene, expert participants, paired comparison procedure. 
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Figure 25. Comparison of interval scales across addressability levels - Dock 

scene, novice participants, rank order procedure. 
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Figure 26. Comparison of interval scales across addressability levels - Dock 

scene, novice participants, paired comparison procedure. 
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Figure 27. Comparison of interval scales across addressability levels - Dock 

scene, adv. amateur participants, rank order procedure. 
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Figure 28. Comparison of interval scales across addressability levels - Dock 

scene, adv. amateur participants, paired comparison procedure. 
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Figure 29. Comparison of interval scales across addressability levels - Dock 

scene, expert participants, rank order procedure. 
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Figure 30. Comparison of interval scales across addressability levels - Dock 

scene, expert participants, paired comparison procedure. 
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Perceived Sharpness Relative to Optical Prints 

Kruskal-Wallis one-way analyses of variance by rank tests were 

performed to determine if differences in relating the perceived sharpness of 

optical prints to thermal prints could be attributed to either scene or 

participant group. These tests were performed independently for both levels 

of addressability, and corrections were made for ties. The Kruskal-Wallis 

procedure was performed within participant group to determine if 

differences existed across scene, as well as within scene to examine 

differences across participant group. 

Listed in Tables 28 and 29 are values that represent the eight sharpening 

filters for thermal prints. A value of 1 means an individual perceived a 

thermal print without any sharpening (none) to be comparable to an optical 

print of the same scene. A value of 2 means the individual perceived a 

thermal print at the 0.5x filter level to be comparable to an optical print, etc. 

Participants were allowed to state that an optical print fell between two 

levels of perceived sharpness in the thermal prints if they could not choose 

on one level. A mean of the responses is also provided for each of the 

conditions. 

The Kruskal-Wallis tests found no significant differences (a > 0.05) for 

any of the conditions tested. These results suggest there is no reliable 

difference among scenes or participant groups in relating the perceived 

sharpness of optical prints to thermal prints, within a level of 

addressability. Therefore, the mean for filter level was calculated across 
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scenes and participant groups for each of the two levels of addressability. 

Both means, XL7700 = 2.46 and ColorEase PS = 2.24, correspond to a level of 

sharpening filter between 0.5x and 0.75x. Therefore, for the conditions 

examined, participants reported that the amount of enhancement required 

to make a thermal print comparable in sharpness to an optical print was 

less than that provided by the 1.0x filter level, which was originally thought 

to produce an optical equivalent. 

To determine if differences in relating optical to thermal prints could be 

attributed to the level of addressability, a series of Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests 

were performed. Again, no significant differences were observed for any of 

the scenes or participant groups across the two levels of addressability. The 

results suggest that the impact of the sharpening filters result in similar 

degrees of perceived image sharpness for both levels of addressability 

within a range of definition comparable to an optical (silver halide) based 

print. Therefore, for either level of addressability, the 0.75x sharpening 

filter will result in a thermal print that is perceived to be equal to, or 

sharper than, an optical print of the same scene. These results are 

supported by the similarities found in comparing interval scales across 

levels of addressability that were previously reported. 
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TABLE 28. Comparison of Optical Prints to Levels of Sharpening Filter in 

Thermal Prints - XL7700 Printer 

  

  

  

      
  

  

  

  

        

  

  

Novice 

Participant 
Scene 1 2 3 4 5 6 Mean Filter Level 

Church Scene| 4 2 3 3 25 2 2.75 

Bride Scene 2 4 4 2 1 2 2.50 

Dock Scene 65 4 3 3 1 1 3.08 

Advanced Amateur 

Participant 
Scene 1 2 3 4 5 6 Mean Filter Level 

Church Scene| 4 3 2 3 2 4 3.00 

Bride Scene 1 3.5 3 1 1 4 2.25 

Dock Scene 3 2 3 2 3 1 2.33 

Expert 

Participant 
Scene 1 2 3 4 Mean Filter Level 

Church Scene] 2 2 2.5 2 2.13 

Bride Scene 25 3 2 1 2.13 

Dock Scene 2 2 3 1 2.00 
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TABLE 29. Comparison of Optical Prints to Levels of Sharpening Filter in 

Thermal Prints - ColorEase PS Printer 

  

  

  

        

  

  

  

        

  

  

  

Novice 

Participant 
Scene 1 2 3 4 5 6 Mean Filter Level 

Church Scene! 3 2 1 15 5 2 2.42 

Bride Scene 4 2 2 1 2 15 2.08 

Dock Scene 3 1 2 2 2 2 2.00 

Advanced Amateur 

Participant 
Scene 1 2 3 4 § 6 Mean Filter Level 

Church Scene| 3 2 3 1 2 1 2.00 

Bride Scene 2 15 35 1 1.5 1 1.75 

Dock Scene 2 3 1 3 2.5 1 2.08 

Expert 

Participant 
Scene 1 2 3 4 Mean Filter Level 

Church Scene| 3 3 2 3.5 2.88 

Bride Scene 2 2 3 4 2.75 

Dock Scene 2 2 2 3 2.25         
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Preferred Sharpness between Levels of Addressability 

Interval scaling from paired comparison. Interval scales were 

developed using the results obtained from the paired comparison, between 

levels of addressability, portion of the experiment. Again, the method of 

scale development used was described by Bartleson (1984). The resulting 

interval scales were adjusted by adding a constant to all scale values so that 

the lowest value of the scale became 0. Unlike the interval scales developed 

within levels of addressability, scales developed among levels of 

addressability are the result of both addressability and filter variation. 

Interval scales were developed independently for each of the groups of 

participants (Table 30). 

Pearson product-moment correlations were performed between interval 

scales to examine the relationships across the three participant groups. 

The scale developed from the advanced amateur participants was 

moderately well correlated with both novice and expert participant groups, 

the coefficients being 0.91 and 0.86 respectively. However, a considerably 

lower coefficient was observed between the novice and expert participant 

groups (r = 0.63). Fisher's z’ transformations were performed to determine 

if significant differences existed among the observed correlations, but no 

significant differences (p > 0.05) were obtained. 

Coefficients of agreement and consistence. Using the scales developed 

from the paired comparison data, coefficients of agreement (wu) and 

consistence (C) were determined independently for each of the participant 
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groups. Coefficients of agreement and consistence are provided in Table 31. 

Moderate levels of agreement were observed among participants’ 

preferences for perceived image sharpness (0.268 < u < 0.377). While the 

levels of agreement remained statistically significant, they are considerably 

lower than those observed from the within levels of addressability portion of 

the experiment. 

The levels of consistence were generally low too (i.e., individuals made 

numerous circular triads) for all three participant groups. The low levels 

of consistence observed for all groups suggests that participants were 

unable to specify accurately a preference for any particular level of 

addressability/filter. This may be the result of the multidimensional nature 

of the task, as participants were required to examine the influence of both 

addressability and filter levels simultaneously. However, at least one 

participant from each of the three groups committed no circular triads (i.e., 

¢=1.0). 

Multiple comparison range tests. Multiple comparison range tests were 

calculated independently for each of the participant groups (Table 32). 

Results of the multiple comparison range tests provide the order of 

addressability/filter preference as well as specifying significant differences 

among addressability/filter preference as indicated by preference frequency. 

The results of the range tests again show that participants generally 

preferred higher levels of perceived sharpness (filter levels 2.0x and 2.5x), 

independent of addressability. For all three participant groups, the four or 

five highest addressability/filter levels were not found to be significantly 
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different from one another. However, the trend of increasing 

addressability/filter preference is not always consistent with increasing 

levels of edge enhancement. This is particularly true for the interval scale 

developed for the expert participant group where the 3.0x filter level, for the 

XL7700 printer, was preferred considerably fewer times than were the 2.0x 

or 2.5x filters for either level of addressability. 

Analyses of variance. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed 

to determine if differences in interval scale values could be attributed to 

addressability/filter combinations (Definition) or to participant groups 

(Population). Because the development of an interval scale eliminates the 

participant variance component of the analyses, eliminating the variance to 

serve as the "error" term, the ANOVA was performed using the interaction 

term (Definition x Population) as the F-test denominator for the two main 

effect variables. Post-hoc comparisons were made on the significant 

Definition effect using the Student-Newman-Keuls multiple comparison 

test (Table 33). 

The ANOVA performed to determine differences in interval scale values 

attributable to the main effect Definition (levels of perceived sharpness) was 

significant (F (7,14) = 11.553, p < 0.001). The main effect of Population, 

however, was not found to be significant (Table 33). Results from the SNK 

test found significant differences in mean interval scale values among the 

lower addressability/filter levels (1.0x to 1.5x). However, no significant 

differences were observed amongst the five highest levels of 

addressability/filter (2.0x to 3.0x). 
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TABLE 30. Interval Scale between Output Devices 

Novice 

Addressability / Filter Combination 

15x 2,0x 25x 

Scale Value 1.63 6.53 10.00 11.02 0.00 1.84 449 8.57 

Advanced Amateur 

Addressability /Filter Combination 

x x 1,5x 2,.0x 25x 

Scale Value 3.7 7.35 8.37 10.00 0.00 4.90 7.14 11.02 

Expert 

Addressability / Filter Combination 

x 1,5x 2.0x 2.5x 

Scale Value 2.75 6.00 6.25 5.00 0.00 4.75 8.25 9.00 
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TABLE 31. Coefficients of Agreement and Consistence for the Dock Scene - 

between Levels of Addressability 

Novice 

Coefficient of Agreement = 0.377, p < 0.05 

Coefficient of Consistence = 0.100 < x < 1.000 

Advanced Amateur 

Coefficient of Agreement = 0.288, p < 0.05 

Coefficient of Consistence = 0.050 < x < 1.000 

Expert 

Coefficient of Agreement = 0.268, p < 0.05 

Coefficient of Consistence = 0.200 < x < 1.000 
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TABLE 32. Multiple Comparison Range Test Summary for the Dock Scene - 

Between Levels of Addressability 

Novice 

Order of increasing addressability / filter preference 

C/1.0x_X/1.5x C/1.5x C/2.0x X/2.0x C/2.5x X/2.5x X/3.0x 

Frequency ' 15 23 24. a7 47 57 a @ 

[ J 
[ ] 

  

  

  

Advanced Amateur 

Order of increasing addressability / filter preference 

C/1.0x_X/1.5x C/1.5x C/2.0x X/2.0x X/2.5x X/3.0x C/2.5x 

Frequency 10 yA | oA 45 46 51 FO 64 
eee cee eee cee nee seeeen 

  

  

  

Expert 

Order of increasing addressability/filter preference 

C/1.0x_X/1.5x C/1.5x X/3.0x X/2.0x X/2.5x C/2.0x C/2.5x 

Frequency 7 18 26 2 31 32 40 43 

[ ]   

  

Bracketed values are not significantly different at a = 0.05. 
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TABLE 33. Analysis of Variance Summary Table for the Dock Scene - 

between Levels of Addressability 

  

Source df ss Mean Square F p 

Population(P) 2 7.339 3.670 1.285 0.3073 
Definition(D) 7 230.915 32,988 11.553 0.0001 
PxD 14 39.975 2.855 

  

Student-Newman-Keuls Results for Definition 

Definition Mean Scale Value SNK Grouping 

CE/1.0x 0.000 A 

XL/1.5x 2.617 A B 

CE/1.5x 3.830 3 C 

XL/2.0x 6.627 C D 
C D 

CE/2.0x 6.627 C D 

XL/2.5x 8.207 D 

XL/3.0x 8.673 D 

CE/2.5x 9.530 5 
  

Means with the same letter are not significantly different at a < 0.05.



Correlation between Interval Scales and MTFA 

Pearson product-moment correlations were performed between interval 

scale values of perceived sharpness, developed from either rank ordering or 

paired comparison procedures, and calculated values of the modified 

modulation transfer function area (MTFA). These results can be seen in 

Tables 34 - 36. 

Correlation coefficients between interval scale values and modified 

values of MTFA were generally very high (mean r = 0.85). Strong 

correlations were found with both the horizontal and vertical 

measurements, mean r = 0.84 and 0.86, respectively. Yet the relationship 

between preferred sharpness levels and luminance modulation is poor to 

moderate for a few of the interval scales developed for the bride scene (Table 

35). These results are not surprising given the nonmonotonic form of the 

interval scales developed for the bride scene. 

Fisher's z’ transformations were performed to determine if any 

significant differences existed among the observed correlations. No 

significant differences existed among the correlation coefficients obtained 

for either horizontal or vertical modified MTFA measurements, between 

coefficients obtained using the two different scaling procedures, or among 

participant groups. 

Similar to the results observed for correlating interval scales with the 

modified MTFA within levels of addressability, no significant differences (p 

> 0.05) were obtained among the correlation coefficients for the between 
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levels of addressability portion of the experiment when z’ transformations 

were performed (Table 37). In fact, the correlation coefficients calculated 

for both the advanced amateur and expert participant groups were low to 

moderate (0.14 < r < 0.56) and not statistically significant. Examination of 

the interval scales developed for these participant groups (Table 32) reveals 

that the trend of increasing addressability/filter preference is not consistent 

with increasing levels of edge enhancement (MTFA). However, the trend of 

increasing addressability/filter preference is consistent with increasing 

levels of MTFA for the novice participant group. Hence a higher, and 

statistically significant, correlation between modified values of MTFA and 

the interval scale values developed for the novice participant group in the 

between levels of addressability portion of the experiment.



TABLE 34. Correlation Coefficients between Interval Scales and MTFA - 

Church Scene 

  

  

  

  

XL7700 Printer 

Horizontal Vertical 
MTFA MTFA 

Population Method r r 

Rank Order 0.97* 0.98* 
Novice 

Pair Comp. 0.99* 0.96* 

Rank Order 0.96* 0.96* 
Adv. Amateur 

Pair Comp. 0.93* 0.90* 

Rank Order 0.85* 0.84* 
Expert 

Pair Comp. 0.93* 0.90* 
  

ColorEase PS Printer 

Horizontal Vertical 
MTFA MTFA 

  

  

  

  

Population Method r r 

Rank Order 0.85* 0.93* 
Novice | 

Pair Comp. 0.92* 0.93* 

Rank Order 0.87* 0.94* 
Adv. Amateur 

Pair Comp. 0.91* 0.96* 

Rank Order 0.86* 0.92* 
Expert 

Pair Comp. 0.76 0.86* 
  

* = significant at p < 0.01, + = significant at p < 0.05



TABLE 35. Correlation Coefficients between Interval Scales and MTFA - 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Bride Scene 

XL7700 Printer 

Horizontal Vertical 
MTFA MTFA 

Population Method r r 

Rank Order 0.63 0.59 
Novice 

Pair Comp. 0.17 0.13 

Rank Order 0.94* 0.94* 
Adv. Amateur 

Pair Comp. 0.90* 0.87* 

Rank Order 0.68 0.66 

Expert 

Pair Comp. 0.81+ 0.767 

ColorEase PS Printer 

Horizontal Vertical 

MTFA MTFA 

Population Method r r 

Rank Order 0.63 0.67 
Novice 

Pair Comp. 0.71f 0.82T 

Rank Order 0.87* 0.92* 
Adv. Amateur 

Pair Comp. 0.88* 0.88* 

Rank Order 0.52 0.67 
Expert 

Pair Comp. 0.52 0.69 
  

* = significant at p < 0.01, { = significant at p < 0.05



TABLE 36. Correlation Coefficients between Interval Scales and MTFA - 

  

  

  

  

Dock Scene 

XL7700 Printer 

Horizontal Vertical 
MTFA MTFA 

Population Method r r 

Rank Order 0.98* 0.98* 
Novice 

Pair Comp. 0.96* 0.96* 

Rank Order 0.95* 0.94* 
Adv. Amateur 

Pair Comp. 0.98* 0.97* 

Rank Order 0.88* 0.84* 
Expert 

Pair Comp. 0.96* 0.96* 
  

ColorEase PS Printer 

Horizontal Vertical 

MTFA MTFA 
  

  

  

  

Population Method r r 

Rank Order 0.90* 0.97* 
Novice 

Pair Comp. 0.92* 0.97* 

Rank Order 0.88* 0.95* 
Adv. Amateur 

Pair Comp. 0.92* 0.97* 

Rank Order 0.81} 0.94* 

Expert 
Pair Comp. 0.95* 0.97* 
  

* = significant at p < 0.01, t = significant at p < 0.05



TABLE 37. Correlation Coefficients between Interval Scales and MTFA - 

between Levels of Addressability (Dock Scene) 

Horizontal Vertical 
MTFA MTFA 
  

  

  

  

~ Population r r 

Novice 0.73 0.797 

Adv. Amateur 0.49 0.56 

Expert 0.14 0.18 

  

T = significant at p < 0.05



DISCUSSION 

Preferred Sharpness within Level of Addressability 

Interval scales from paired comparisons us. rank ordering. The use of 

two indirect scaling procedures to develop interval scales for preferred 

levels of perceived image sharpness showed that little difference exists 

between the two procedures. Scale values produced by the paired 

comparison and rank ordering methods are highly correlated (r = 0.92) for 

all but one condition (r = 0.81). These results suggest that for the 

identification of preferred levels of image sharpness, the use of a rank 

ordering procedure will produce the same, or similar, results to that of the 

paired comparison method. The advantage of using the rank ordering 

procedure is that it requires considerably less time to perform than does 

paired comparisons. Furthermore, the experimenter need not be concerned 

or burdened with the task of presenting stimuli in a specified order that 

ensures all possible stimulus comparisons. 

Overall, it appears that for this type of task, rank ordering can result in 

interval scales that are as representative of participants’ preferences as 

scales developed from paired comparisons, at least for numbers of stimuli 

similar to the eight used in this study. These findings are consistent with 

those of previous investigations (Stultz and Zweig, 1962; Wolfe and Eisen, 

1953) which reported little difference between indirect scaling procedures in 

their ability to produce reliable interval scales of perceived image sharpness 

in traditional photographic prints (silver halide).



Coefficients of agreement and consistence. The high coefficients of 

agreement observed for the church and dock scenes, at both levels of 

addressability, suggest that participants are in strong agreement, 

preferring high levels of sharpening in thermal prints for certain scenes 

(i.e., landscapes). In general, the preferred level of perceived sharpness 

was produced by filter level 2.5x. However, the absence of agreement among 

participants for the bride scene indicates that high levels of perceived 

sharpness are not always preferred by participants. The absence of 

agreement suggests that there is a great deal of variability among 

individuals within participant groups, and that preferred levels of perceived 

sharpness are to some extent dependent on scene content. 

Again, these results are consistent with those of similar investigations 

(Frieser and Biedermann, 1975; Jorna, 1993; Kubo et al., 1985; Kusaka, 1989) 

which stated that scene content contributes to the determination of 

preferred levels of image sharpness. While this dependence may be unique 

to portraits, assigning levels of contrast enhancement based only upon film 

speed, print size, or addressability could result in thermal prints that 

consumers consider too sharp. These results are supported by the high 

level of participant consistency that was generally observed. While the 

results from the multiple range tests indicate that the range of sharpening 

filters which participants are willing to accept in a print is rather broad 

(i.e., there were few significant differences among the top three or four 

preferred levels), an apparently acceptable range of sharpening for most 

scenes can be produced by filter levels 1.5x to 2.5x. However, the lower end



of this range should be favored for use with portraits, consistent with the 

general usage of “soft focus” by professional photographers. 

Analyses of variance. Results of the ANOVAs confirm the earlier 

findings of the multiple range tests. Specifically, the main effect of Filter 

(levels of perceived sharpness) was found to be significant in each of the 

Scene x Addressability conditions. In addition, the main effect of 

Population was also found to be significant for three of the Scene x 

Addressability conditions. In every case that the Populations were found to 

be significantly different, the post hoc analyses determined that 

significance was attributable to the differences between the expert group 

and at least one of the remaining participant groups. Specifically, the 

interval scales developed from the expert participant group tended to have 

shorter intervals than the scales developed for the other two participant 

groups. 

The existence of shorter intervals indicates that expert participants did 

not prefer higher levels of sharpening as much as novice and advanced 

amateur participants. Thus, the interval scales derived from the expert 

participant group may not be representative of other populations, and many 

individuals, for selected scenes. These results support the contention that 

persons selected to participate in studies of consumer products should be 

representative of the consumer population (Jackson, 1974), and is consistent 

with the assumption in statistical analysis that random sampling be 

performed from the specific population of interest. In this instance, it



appears that expert participants are not representative of the general 

population for preferred levels of sharpness in thermal prints. 

Perceived Sharpness Relative to Optical Prints 

The results for the perceived sharpness relative to optical prints portion 

of the experiment found no significant differences to exist among scenes, 

levels of addressability, or participant groups. Participants were able to 

consistently match levels of perceived sharpness between optical and 

thermal prints. Their responses suggest that the level of perceived 

sharpness produced by either the 0.5x or 0.75x filters is equivalent to the 

perceived sharpness of an optical print of the same scene. Therefore, the 

use of the 1.0x filter, or higher, will result in thermal prints that are 

perceived to be sharper than a comparable optical print. However, the 

amount of sharpening produced by the 1.0x filter would not necessarily be 

the optimal level, nor would it produce a significantly different amount of 

sharpening relative to an optical print. This statement is supported by the 

results from the multiple range tests which showed that while participants 

frequently preferred the 1.0x filter over either 0.5x or 0.75x filters, the 

frequency of preference was rarely significant. 

To determine what level of sharpening would be required of thermal 

prints so that they are significantly preferred for sharpness over optical 

prints, another experiment would have to be conducted. A follow-up 

experiment could use stimuli similar to those generated for this study, 

although a set of stimuli which had fewer differences in tone and color 

balance between the optical and thermal prints would be more suitable. 
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However, given the differences that are inherent to the two media, the 

compromises that would have to be made to minimize the differences 

between optical and thermal prints might result in stimuli that are not 

representative of either media. 

Preferred Sharpness Between Levels of Addressability 

The interval scales developed for the between levels of addressability 

portion of the experiment appear to be consistent with those observed from 

the within level of addressability portion. Specifically, the trend toward 

preference for increasing levels of sharpness appears independent of 

addressability. This conclusion is supported by the results of the multiple 

comparison range test, as well as by the analysis of variance. However, the 

level of agreement among participants within a group was only moderate, 

and the consistence of participants was generally low. The low level of 

consistence is thought to be due in part to the multidimensional nature of 

this portion of the experiment, where participants were expected to weigh 

the relative contributions of both sharpening filters and addressability in 

making their preference judgments. 

These results suggest that participants did not easily differentiate, or at 

least indicate a strong preference for, either level of addressability given 

ample sharpening. Therefore, it appears that either level of addressability 

would be considered acceptable by consumers, under the conditions 

examined in this study (i.e., print size, consumer images, etc.), so long as 

the requisite amount of sharpening is performed. 
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Correlation between Interval Scales and MTFA 

Correlations between interval scale values and values of modified MTFA 

were generally very high. These high correlations suggest that a strong 

relationship exists among preferred levels of perceived image sharpness 

and increasing levels of luminance modulation for edges in thermal prints. 

Increasing levels of sharpening filter progressively enhanced the 

luminance contrast of edges, and corresponding measures of MTFA 

increased monotonically as a result. While a few of the correlation 

coefficients appeared particularly low, no significant differences were 

found when Fisher z’ transformations were compared. These results are 

consistent with the findings of Frieser and Biedermann (1975), Kusaka 

(1989), and Liekens (1983). However, the effects of scene content on 

correlations between scale values and MTFA were not as apparent in the 

results of this study as they were in previous investigations. 

While there were no significant differences between correlations 

performed on the between levels of addressability interval scales and 

modified MTFA calculations, the low correlation found between the interval 

scale developed from expert participants raises some concern. The interval 

scale values developed for the expert group did not increase with increasing 

levels of edge enhancement (MTFA). However, for the novice participant 

group addressability/filter preference did increase with increasing levels of 

MTFA. Shorter scale intervals and a lack of preference for higher levels of 

sharpening relative to the novice participants suggest again that expert 
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participants may not be representative of the consumer population in 

identifying preferred levels of sharpness in thermal prints. 

Recommendations 

The design of thermal printers. As the results of this study have shown, 

for every condition examined participants preferred thermal prints that 

had been “sharpened” by contrast enhancement filters to thermal prints 

that had not been “sharpened,” independent of scene content or 

addressability level. It is therefore recommended that thermal printers 

which are designed for similar use (i.e., the printing of photographic 

images) have incorporated into them circular sharpening filters like those 

evaluated in this study. Failure to enhance thermal prints of photographic 

images will likely result in images which consumers find to be less “sharp” 

than the quality that they are accustomed to receiving in optical (silver 

halide) prints. However, additional investigation, and some caution, should 

go into the selection of sharpening filters, particularly where portraits are 

concerned. 

Future research. Future investigations involving the use of contrast 

enhancement filters with thermal prints of photographic images should be 

carried out in three specific areas. Additional investigations that examine 

preferred levels of image sharpness should be conducted for print sizes 

other than the 4 inch x 6 inch prints used in this study. Participants in 

these investigations should be carefully selected to insure they are 

representative of the consumer population as a whole, and not highly 

trained Kodak employees. In addition, a wider variety of scene types should 
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be examined. Specifically, a medium distance scene with people as the 

principal subject matter should be included in future investigations of 

preferred levels of thermal print sharpness. 

Finally, future research should address the selection of appropriate 

levels of image sharpening relative to the make-up of portrait images. A 

study that examines the relative contributions of the RGB channels to a 

large sample of digitized portrait images might aid in the development of a 

model that could “identify” portraits before printing based upon the values 

of RGB channels. Such a model would permit the system to apply 

automatically an appropriate level of sharpening. If feasible, a model could 

be incorporated directly into the printer, thereby eliminating the need for 

additional software for the device driving the printer. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Interval scales were developed using two different indirect scaling 

techniques, paired comparison and rank ordering. However, the 

differences between scales developed through separate procedures were 

minor, suggesting that either procedure would produce a reliable interval 

scale. Given the time required to perform the method of paired 

comparisons, the method of rank ordering is the preferred procedure. 

The results from multiple range tests of the interval scales found that 

higher levels of image sharpening (filter levels 1.5x to 2.5x) were generally 

preferred by participants. However, for some conditions, particularly for a 

portrait, lower levels of sharpening were preferred (filter levels 0.75x to 

1.0x). While it appears that the preferred level of image sharpness may be 

dependent upon scene content, participants preferred a small amount of 

sharpening to none at all in every instance. For all conditions examined, 

stimuli that received no sharpening were the least preferred by 

participants. 

Results from the analyses of variance confirmed the findings of the 

multiple range tests. Specifically, the main effect of Filter was found to be 

significant in each of the Scene x Addressability conditions. Furthermore, 

the main effect of Population was also found to be significant for three of 

the Scene x Addressability conditions. Post hoc analyses determined that in 

every instance Population was found to be significant the result was 

attributable to differences between the expert and one of the remaining 
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participant groups. The size of the intervals for scales developed for expert 

participants were shorter than for the other two participant groups. These 

shorter intervals indicate that expert participants did not prefer high levels 

of sharpening as much as novice or advanced amateur participants. 

Therefore, it appears that expert participants are not representative of these 

populations concerning preferred levels of sharpness in thermal prints. 

In relating interval scales to an objective measure of image quality, scale 

values were found to be highly correlated with modified values of MTFA. 

These correlations show a strong relationship between preferred levels of 

image sharpness and monotonically increasing levels of luminance 

modulation for edges in thermal prints, independent of the level of 

addressability, for some scenes. However, scene content contributes to the 

determination of preferred image sharpness. Therefore, consideration of 

scene type should take place before assigning levels of sharpening filter. 

This is particularly true for portrait scenes. Otherwise, consumers are 

likely to receive prints that they consider not only too sharp, but potentially 

unacceptable. 
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APPENDIX A. Biographic and Photographic Habit Questionnaire. 
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PARTICIPANT QUESTIONNAIRE 

Age: 

1). When you use a camera, do you wear eyeglasses or contact lenses? 
(circle one) 

Neither Eyeglasses Contacts 

2). Have you taken any pictures in the last 12 months? 
(circle one) 

Yes No 

3). Please estimate the number of rolls of film you personally have used 

in the last 12 months: 

4). How often do you read photography magazines? 
(circle one) 

Never Once a year Several times a year Once a month 

5). How often do you make your own enlargements? 
(circle one) 

Never Once a year Several times a year Once a month 

6). What kind of camera do you use most often (if applicable)? 

Brand: Model: 
  

How long you have used this camera: 
  

  

Subject # (to be completed by the experimenter) 
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TABLE Al. Novice Participant Demographics 

  

  

    
                

  

  

          
  

# rolls/] Read Photo} Make Own 
Participant] Age |Eyewear| year | Magazines |Enlargements 

1 23 | contacts 1 never never 

2 20 j contacts 2 never never 

3 20 none 6 V/yr. never 
4 26 «=| contacts 5 never never 
5 23 none 0 never never 
6 2 |contacts 1 never never 
7 27 none 6 never never 

8 2 none 4 never never 
9 21 | contacts 6 never never 
10 Zi =| contacts 4 never never 
11 28 | glasses 5 never never 
12 23 none 2 never never 

Mean 23.58 3.5 

Camera | Camera |Length of| 
Participant| Brand | Model Use 

1 NA 35mm NA 
2 Kodak NA 10 yr. 
3 Olympus} Stylus 1 yr. 
4 Minolta |Freedom| 3 yr. 
5 NA 35mm 2 yr. 
6 Canon | NSLR 2 yr. 
7 Kodak NA 2 yr. 
8 Nikon | NSLR 10 yr. 
9 Nikon SLR 5 yr. 

10 Canon /|Sureshot| Qyr. 
sat Minolta | 5000i 2 yr. 
12 NA NSLR 2yr. 
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TABLE A2. Advanced Amateur Participant Demographics 

  

  

    
                

  

  

  

# rolls/| Read Photo| Make Own 
Participant| Age |Eyewear| year {Magazines |Enlargements 

1 24 none 3 1/yr. 1/month 
2 a2 none 60 1/month several/yr. 
3 24 | glasses 30. «| several/yr 1/month 
4 22 none 2 L/yr. 1/yr. 
5 23 | glasses 15 V/yr. several/yr. 
6 28 none 100 | several/ 1/month 
7 31 |contacts} 150 1/month never 
8 33 | glasses 50 1/month 1/month 
9 30 | glasses 60 1/month several/yr. 

10 19 {contacts} 12 | several/yr.| several/yr. 
11 19 none 8 | several/yr. 1/month 
12 23 | glasses 25 | several/yr. 1/month 

Mean 25.67 53.5 

Camera| Camera |Length of] 
Participant| Brand | Model Use 

1 Beseler | Topcon 5 yr. 
2 Nikon FM 8 yr. 
3 Nikon FE2 2 yr. 
4 Nikon | 820-ZX 2 yr. 
5 Pentax |Spotmatic] 7 yr. 
6 Olympus} OM-1 5 yr. 
7 Canon F-1 8 yr. 
8 Sinar F 8 yr. 
9 Nikon FE-2 8 yr. 

10 Minolta x700 lyr. 
11 Nikon | N8008s 1.5 yr. 
12 Nikon F3 2 yr.         
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TABLE A3. Expert Participant Demographics 

  

  

                    

  

  

            

# rolls/| Read Photo} Make Own 
Participant] Age |Eyewear| year |Magazines |Enlargements 

1 33 | glasses 30. | several/yr. 1/yr. 
2 22 | contacts 3 V/yr. never 
3 25 | none 40 | several/yr.| several/yr. 
4 43 | glasses 12 ‘| several/yr. never 
5 37 none 18 1/yr. several/yr. 
6 32 | contacts 6 Vyr. never 
7 51 | glasses 12 ‘| several/yr never 
8 35 | contacts 6 several/yr. | several/yr. 

Mean 36.13 15.875 

Camera | Camera [Length of| 
Participant} Brand | Model Use 

1 Nikon 6006 2 yr. 
2 Olympus| AF-1 8 yr. 
3 Nikon 6006s 2 yr. 
4 Nikon 8008 4 yr. 
5 Nikon FE 10 yr. 
6 Canon |Sureshot| 4yr. 
7 Pentax | SP500 15 yr. 
8 Minolta | x700 8 yr. 
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APPENDIX B. Informed Consent Form for Participants. 
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VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 

INFORMED CONSENT FOR PARTICIPANTS 

Title of the Project: Preferred Sharpness in Photographic Prints 

Principal Investigator: James R. Sayer 

I. THE PURPOSE OF THIS RESEARCH/PROJECT 

You are invited to participate in a study that investigates peoples 

preference for how sharp their photographs appear. The investigator is 

interested in your personal opinion, that is the way you would like your 

own photographs to appear. There are no right or wrong answers in 

this experiment, so you should feel free to express your own opinions 

regarding the photographs you will be shown. 

IY. PROCEDURES 

The procedures to be used in this research include asking you to view 

photographs and answer some questions regarding how often you take 

pictures. It is expected to take approximately one hour for you to 

completely participate in this experiment, the entirety of which will take 

place in our laboratory here at Whittemore Hall. 

The possible risks or discomfort to you as a participant are believed to 

be minimal. 

Safeguards that will be used to minimize your risk or discomfort 

include allowing you to take breaks during the experiment should you 

begin to feel tired or uncomfortable. 
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II. BENEFITS OF THIS PROJECT 

Your participation in the project will provide the experimenter with 

information regarding how people would like to have their own 

photographs appear. No guarantee of benefits, other than to financially 

compensate you for your time spent in the experiment, has been made to 

encourage you to participate. 

You may receive a synopsis or summary of this experiment when 

completed. If you would like a summary of the experiment, please leave 

your name and address with the experimenter so the summary may be 

mailed to you. 

IV. EXTENT OF ANONYMITY AND CONFIDENTIALITY 

The results of this study will be kept strictly confidential. At no time 

will the researcher release the results of the study to anyone other than 

individuals working on the project without your written consent. The 

information you provide will have your name removed, and only a 

subject number will identify your responses during analyses and any 

written reports of the research. 

V. COMPENSATION 

You will be compensated at the rate of $5 for each hour spent in the 

laboratory participating in the experiment. 

VI. FREEDOM TO WITHDRAW 

You are free to withdraw from this experiment at any time without 

penalty. If you chose to withdraw, you will be compensated for the 

portion of the time spent in the experiment. 
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VII. APPROVAL OF RESEARCH 

This research project has been approved, as required, by the 

Institutional Review Board for projects involving human subjects at 

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, by the Department 

of Industrial and Systems Engineering. 

VIII. SUBJECTS RESPONSIBILITIES 

I know of no reason I cannot participate in this study. I have the 

following responsibility: To arrive at the scheduled location of the 

experiment at the prearranged and agreed to time. 

  

Signature 

  

IX. SUBJECT’S PERMISSION 

I have read and understand the informed consent and conditions of 

this project. I have had all my questions answered. I hereby 

acknowledge the above and give my voluntary consent for participation 

in this project. If I participate, I may withdraw at any time without 

penalty. I agree to abide by the rules of this project. 

Should I have any questions about this research or its conduct, I will 

contact: 

  

  

Jim Sayer 231-9092 

Investigator Phone 

Harry L, Snyder 231-7527 
Faculty Advisor Phone 

Janet Johnson 231-6077 
Chair, IRB Phone 
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APPENDIX C. Convolution Matrix Coefficients Used to Perform the 

Image Sharpening in Adobe Photoshop. 
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TABLE C1. Sharpening Filter 0.5x Matrix Coefficients 

  

  

  

  

            

-1 4 8 4 -1 

4 | -200 | -30 | -20 | + 

8 | -30 | 780 | -30 | 38 

4 | -20 | -30 | -200] 4 

-1 4 8 4 -1     

  

  

  

  

            

1| +6 {-1u| +4 { -1 
4 | -29| 45 | -29| +4 
-11 | 45 | 905 | 45 | -11 
4 | -29 | 45 | -29| 4 
1| 6 {|u| 46 {41     

  

  

  

  

    

1|{|4]|<8s]4] - 
4 | -20] 30 | -20| 4 
8 | 30 | 518] 30 | 38 
4 | 20] 30 | -20] 
1{|4{|#8] 4] -4             

  

  

  

  

            

-1 6 | -ll1 | 4 -1 

6 | -29 | 45 |] -29 | 4 

-11 | 45 | &9 | 45 -11 

6 | -29 | 45 | -29 | 6 

-1 6 | -11 | 4 -1     
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TABLE C5. Sharpening Filter 2.0x Matrix Coefficients 

  

  

  

  

              

-1 8 | -15 | 38 -1 

8 | 39 | 60 | 39 | 38 

-15 | -60 | 780 | -60 | -15 

8 | -39 | 60 | -39 | 38 

-1 8 | -15 | 8 -1 
  

TABLE C6. Sharpening Filter 2.5x Matrix Coefficients 

  

  

  

  

              
  

  

  

  

  

              

-1 -11 | -20 | -11 | -1 

-11 | -52 | -80 | -52 | -11 

-20 | -80 | 926 | -80 | -20 

-11 | -52 | -80 | -52 | -11 

-1 -11 | -20 | -11 | -1 
 



APPENDIX D. Instructions to Participants for the Preferred Sharpness 

Within Level of Addressability Task (Pair Comparison) . 
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Preferred Sharpness Task - 1 

You will be shown a series of prints, in pairs, from which you 

will be asked to select one print on the basis of preferred 

sharpness. In other words, for each pair of prints you are 

shown, you must select one print that you prefer. You are asked 

to judge these prints only on the basis of sharpness, doing 

your best to overlook any other aspects, positive or negative, you 

might notice. Once you have chosen one print from a pair, 

please tell the experimenter which of the two prints you prefer. 

There are three separate scenes you will be asked to judge. 

For the purpose of this experiment, “sharpness” is to be 

thought of as how “crisp” or “sharp” edges in the prints appear 

to you. 

There is no time limit, work at whatever speed you feel you 

are comfortable with. More importantly, there are no right or 

wrong answers. This study is interested in finding out how you 

would prefer to have your own photographs look. 

Please keep your forehead against the head rest at all times 

while viewing the prints. 
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APPENDIX E. Instructions to Participants for the Preferred Sharpness 

Within Level of Addressability Task (Rank Order). 
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Order of Preferred Sharpness Task 

You will be handed a series of prints which you are asked to 

order, from most preferred to least preferred, on the basis of 

sharpness. You are asked to rank order these prints only on 

the basis of sharpness, doing your best to overlook any other 

aspects, positive or negative, you might notice. 

For the purpose of this experiment, “sharpness” is to be 
thought of as how “crisp” or “sharp” edges in the prints appear 

to you. 

There is no time limit, work at whatever speed you feel you 

are comfortable with. More importantly, there are no right or 

wrong answers. This study is interested in finding out how you 

would prefer to have your own photographs look. 

Please keep your forehead against the head rest at all times 

while viewing the prints. 
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APPENDIX F. Instructions to Participants for Perceived Sharpness 

Relative to Optical Prints. 
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Sharpness Comparison Task 

You are about to be shown a series of prints, eight at one time. 

You will also be handed one additional print. Doing your best to 

overlook any aspects other than sharpness, compare the print 

you are handed with the other prints the experimenter shows 

you. Once you have compared all the prints with the one you are 
handed, tell the experimenter which print is closest to looking as 

sharp as the print you’ve been handed. 

“Sharpness” is still to be thought of as how “crisp” or “sharp” 

edges in the prints appear to you. 

Again, there are no right or wrong answers. This study is 

interested in finding out how you would prefer to have your own 

photographs look. 

Please keep your forehead against the head rest at all times 

while viewing the prints. 
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APPENDIX G. Instructions to Participants for the Preferred Sharpness 

Between Levels of Addressability Task. 
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Preferred Sharpness Task -2 °° — 

Just like the first part of this experiment, you are again asked 

to compare two prints that are place side-by-side. Again, please 

tell the experimenter which of the two prints you prefer on the 

basis of sharpness. 

For the purpose of this experiment, “sharpness” is to be 

thought of as how “crisp” or “sharp” edges in the prints appear 

to you. 

There are no right or wrong answers. The only interest of 

this study is to find out how you would prefer to have your own 

photographs look. 

Please keep your forehead against the head rest at all times 

while viewing the prints. 
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APPENDIX H. Luminance Profiles of Square-Wave Targets. 
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The ranges used to plot the luminance profiles provided in this appendix 

vary with the spatial frequency of the target component being measured. 

The purpose behind providing these luminance profiles is to demonstrate, 

in detail, the effects of the sharpening filters (i.e., contrast enhancement). 

The consistent use of one range for either axis in the luminance profiles 

would have resulted in a significant loss of information being conveyed by 

the figures (see Figure H1). Therefore, different ranges are used to plot the 

luminance profiles in order to clearly demonstrate to the reader the impact 

of the sharpening filters. 
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Figure H1. Plot demonstrating the need for multiple ranges when 

providing luminance profiles of varying spatial frequencies. 
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Figure H2. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycle/mm square wave (2 on/ 2 off) - 

XL7700 printer, no sharpening, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H3. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycle‘mm square wave (2 on/ 2 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H4. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycle/‘mm square wave (2 on/ 2 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H5. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycle/‘mm square wave (2 on/ 2 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H6. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycle/‘mm square wave (2 on/ 2 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H7. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycle/‘mm square wave (2 on/ 2 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H8. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycle/mm square wave (2 on/ 2 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H9. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycle/mm square wave (2 on/ 2 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H10. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle‘mm square wave (4 on/ 4 off) 

- XL7700 printer, no sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H11. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/mm square wave (4 on/ 4 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H12. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/‘mm square wave (4 on/ 4 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H13. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle‘mm square wave (4 on/ 4 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H14. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle‘mm square wave (4 on/ 4 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H15. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle‘mm square wave (4 on/ 4 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H16. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/mm square wave (4 on/ 4 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H17. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/‘mm square wave (4 on/ 4 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H18. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/mm square wave (8 on/ 8 off) 

- XL7700 printer, no sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H19. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/‘mm square wave (8 on/ 8 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H20. Luminance profile of the .05 cycle/‘mm square wave (8 on/ 8 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H21. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/‘mm square wave (8 on/ 8 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H22. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/mm square wave (8 on/ 8 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H23. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/mm square wave (8 on/ 8 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H24. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/‘mm square wave (8 on/ 8 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H25. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/mm square wave (8 on/ 8 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H26. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/‘mm square wave (16 on/16 off) 

- XL7700 printer, no sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H27. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/mm square wave (16 on/16 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H28. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/mm square wave (16 on/16 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H29. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/‘mm square wave (16 on/16 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H30. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/‘mm square wave (16 on/16 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H31. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/mm square wave (16 on/16 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H32. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/mm square wave (16 on/16 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H32. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/mm square wave (16 on/16 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H34. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/‘mm square wave (50 on/50 off) 

- XL7700 printer, no sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H35. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/mm square wave (50 on/50 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H36. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/mm square wave (50 on/50 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H37. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/mm square wave (50 on/50 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H38. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/‘mm square wave (50 on/50 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H39. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/‘mm square wave (50 on/50 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H40. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle‘mm square wave (50 on/50 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H41. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/‘mm square wave (50 on/50 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H42. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (2 on/2 off) - 

XL7700 printer, no sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H43. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (2 on/2 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H44,. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (2 on/2 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H45. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (2 on/2 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H46. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (2 on/2 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H47. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (2 on/2 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H48. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (2 on/2 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H49. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/‘mm square wave (2 on/2 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H50. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/mm square wave (4 on/4 off) - 

XL7700 printer, no sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H51. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/‘mm square wave (4 on/4 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H52. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/mm square wave (4 on/4 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H53. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/mm square wave (4 0n/4 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H54. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/‘mm square wave (4 on/4 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H55. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/mm square wave (4 on/4 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H56. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/mm square wave (4 on/4 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H57. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/‘mm square wave (4 on/4 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H58. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle‘mm square wave (8 on/8 off) - 

XL7700 printer, no sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H59. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/mm square wave (8 on/8 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H60. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/‘mm square wave (8 on/8 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H61. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/‘mm square wave (8 on/8 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H62. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/‘mm square wave (8 on/8 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H63. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/‘mm square wave (8 on/8 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H64. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/‘mm square wave (8 on/8 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H65. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/‘mm square wave (8 on/8 off) - 

XL7700 printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H66. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle‘mm square wave (16 on/16 off) 

- XL7700 printer, no sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H67. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/mm square wave (16 on/16 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H68. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/mm square wave (16 on/16 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H69. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/‘mm square wave (16 on/16 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H70. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/‘mm square wave (16 on/16 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H71. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/mm square wave (16 on/16 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H72. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/‘mm square wave (16 on/16 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H73. Luminance profile of the 0.25 cycle/mm square wave (16 on/16 off) 

- XL7700 printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H74. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/mm square wave (50 on/50off) 

- XL7700 printer, no sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H75. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/‘mm square wave (50 on/50off) 

- XL7700 printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H76. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/‘mm square wave (50 on/50off) 

- XL7700 printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H77. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/mm square wave (50 on/50off) 

- XL7700 printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H78. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/mm square wave (50 on/50off) 

- XL7700 printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H79. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/mm square wave (50 on/50off) 

- XL7700 printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H80. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/mm square wave (50 on/50off) 

- XL7700 printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H81. Luminance profile of the 0.08 cycle/‘mm square wave (50 on/50off) 

- XL7700 printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H82. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (3 on/3 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, no sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H83. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (3 on/3 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension.
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Figure H84. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (3 on/3 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H85. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/‘mm square wave (3 on/3 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension.
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Figure H86. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/‘mm square wave (3 on/3 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H87. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (3 on/3 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension.
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Figure H88. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (3 on/3 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H89. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (3 on/3 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension.
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Figure H90. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/mm square wave (6 on/6 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, no sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H91. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/mm square wave (6 on/6 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension.
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Figure H92. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle‘¢mm square wave (6 on/6 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H93. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle‘mm square wave (6 on/6 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension.
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Figure H94. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle‘mm square wave (6 on/6 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H95. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/‘mm square wave (6 on/6 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H96. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/mm square wave (6 on/6 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H97. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle‘mm square wave (6 on/6 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H98. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/mm square wave (12 on/12 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, no sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H99. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/‘mm square wave (12 on/12 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H100. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/mm square wave (12 on/12 off) 

- ColorEase PS, 0.75x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H101. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/mm square wave (12 on/12 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H102. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/‘mm square wave (12 on/12 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H103. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/‘mm square wave (12 on/12 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H104. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/‘mm square wave (12 on/12 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H105. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle‘mm square wave (12 on/12 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H106. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle/‘mm square wave (24 on/24 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, no sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H107. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle/‘mm square wave (24 on/24 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H108. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle/mm square wave (24 on/24 off) 

- ColorEase printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H109. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle/‘mm square wave (24 on/24 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H110. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle/‘mm square wave (24 on/24 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H111. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle/mm square wave (24 on/24 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H112. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle/mm square wave (24 on/24 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H113. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle/mm square wave (24 on/24 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H114. Luminance profile of the .12 cycle/‘mm square wave (50 on/50 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, no sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H115. Luminance profile of the .12 cycle‘mm square wave (50 on/50 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension.
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Figure H116. Luminance profile of the .12 cycle/mm square wave (50 on/50 off) 

- ColorEase printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H117. Luminance profile of the .12 cycle/‘mm square wave (50 on/50 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H118. Luminance profile of the .12 cycle/mm square wave (50 on/50 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H119. Luminance profile of the .12 cycle/‘mm square wave (50 on/50 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension.
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Figure H120. Luminance profile of the .12 cycle/mm square wave (50 on/50 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension. 
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Figure H121. Luminance profile of the .12 cycle/‘mm square wave (50 on/50 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, horizontal dimension.
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Figure H122. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/‘mm square wave (3 on/3 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, no sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H123 . Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (3 on/3 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H124. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (3 on/3 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H125. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (3 on/3 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H126. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (3 on/3 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H127. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (3 on/3 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H128. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (3 on/3 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H129. Luminance profile of the 2.0 cycles/mm square wave (3 on/3 off) . 

ColorEase PS printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H130. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/mm square wave (6 on/6 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, no sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H131. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle‘mm square wave (6 on/6 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H132. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle‘mm square wave (6 on/6 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H133. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/‘mm square wave (6 on/6 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H134. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/‘mm square wave (6 on/6 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H135. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/mm square wave (6 on/6 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H136. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/‘mm square wave (6 on/6 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H137. Luminance profile of the 1.0 cycle/mm square wave (6 on/6 off) - 

ColorEase PS printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H138. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/‘mm square wave (12 on/12 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, no sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H139. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle‘mm square wave (12 on/12 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H140. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/mm square wave (12 on/12 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H141. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle‘mm square wave (12 on/12 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H142. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/‘mm square wave (12 on/12 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H143. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/mm square wave (12 on/12 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H144. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle/mm square wave (12 on/12 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H145. Luminance profile of the 0.5 cycle‘mm square wave (12 on/12 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H146. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle/‘mm square wave (24 on/24 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, no sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H147. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle/mm square wave (24 on/24 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H148. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle/mm square wave (24 on/24 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H149. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle‘mm square wave (24 on/24 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H150. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle/mm square wave (24 on/24 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H151. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle/mm square wave (24 on/24 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H152. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle/mm square wave (24 on/24 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H153. Luminance profile of the .25 cycle/‘mm square wave (24 on/24 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H154. Luminance profile of the .12 cycle‘mm square wave (50 on/50 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, no sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H155. Luminance profile of the .12 cycle/‘mm square wave (50 on/50 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 0.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H156. Luminance profile of the .12 cycle/mm square wave (50 on/50 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 0.75x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H157. Luminance profile of the .12 cycle/mm square wave (50 on/50 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 1.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H158. Luminance profile of the .12 cycle/‘mm square wave (50 on/50 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 1.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H159. Luminance profile of the .12 cycle/mm square wave (50 on/50 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 2.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.
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Figure H160. Luminance profile of the .12 cycle/‘mm square wave (50 on/50 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 2.5x sharpening filter, vertical dimension. 
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Figure H161. Luminance profile of the .12 cycle/mm square wave (50 on/50 off) 

- ColorEase PS printer, 3.0x sharpening filter, vertical dimension.



APPENDIX I. System and Sharpening Filter MTF Curves.
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Figure I1. XL7700 Printer Horizontal MTF curves.
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Figure I2. XL7700 Printer Vertical MTF curves.
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Figure I3. ColorEase PS Printer Horizontal MTF curves. 
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Figure I4. ColorEase PS Printer Vertical MTF curves.



APPENDIX J. Subject Matter Participants Reported Examining.



TABLE J1. Novice Participant Subject-Matter Reports 

Addressability/ 

XL1 Stone work 

CE2 Stone work 
Building frame 

Sky/trees 
Doorway/arch 
Stone work 

Steeple 
Stone work 
Grass 

Cross 
Hand railing 
Shadows in doorway 

Cross 
Cloud 

Stone work 
Leaves on tree 
Grass 
Doorway 

Cross 
Cloud 
Stone work of doorway 

Shadow of tree 
Grass 
Lt. green shrub 
Stone work 

Smoothness of skin 

Cheeks 
Forehead 

Smoothness of skin 

Veil 
Face/neck 
Hair 

Forehead/cheeks 
Eyes/eyebrows 

Cheek bone 
Eyes/ eye brows 
Blemish 

Earring 
Pores 

Veil mesh 

Skin texture 
Hair 
Reflections in eyes 

Eyes 
Eyebrows 

Skin/pores 
Eyes 

k 
Tree leaves 

Trees 

Tree line/sky 
Railings 
Canopy 

Dock roof 
Tree line 
People 

Dock roof 
People 
Boats 

Trees 

Boat canopy 
Wood grain 
Tree line 

Trees 

Wood grain 
Water 

Trees 

Tree line 
Chairs 

Boat canopy 
Boat house roof 
People 
Boat house rail 
Trees



TABLE J1. (continued) 

CE10 

XL11 

Tree in foreground 
Tree in background 
Grass 
Shrub 
Stone work 

Stone work 

Roof lines 

Cross 
Hand railing 

Eyes/eyebrows 
Veil 
Ear 
Smile 
Hair/curl 

Smoothness of skin 

Hair 
Veil 

Eyes 
Earrings 
Veil 

Boat canopy 
Railing 
Chairs 
Birch trees 
Boat house 
Trees 

Boat house 
Chairs 
People 
Trees/skyline 

Boat house roof 
People 
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TABLE J2. Advanced Amateur Participant Subject-Matter Reports 

Addressability/ 
Participant Church Scene Bride Scene Dock Scene 

XL1 Cross/steeple 
Stone work 
Leaves on trees 
Grass 

Stone work 
Windows/steeple 
Cross/cloud 

Stone work 

Branches 
Door 
Hand railing 

Door 
Stone work 

Sky 
Leaves on trees 

Grass 

Doors 

Cross 

Cross 
Steeple 
Hand railing 
Stone work 
Tree 

Steeple 
Cross 

Skin 
Creases 

Eyes 
Mouth 
Hair 

Cheeks 
Dress 
Veil 
Teeth 

Creases 
Eyebrows 
Teeth 

Skin/pores 

Pores 

Nose 

Eyes 
Teeth 
Veil 
Earring 
Lace 

Eyes 
Cheeks 
Veil/dress 
Hair 

Water 
Leaves 
Boat canopy 
Wood grain 
Chairs 

Boat house 
Wood Grain 
Railing 

Fir trees 
Leaves 
Wood grain 
Water 

Water 
Boat house roof 
Fir trees 
People 

Wood grain 

Boat house roof 

Grain in railing 
Dead trees 
Tree line 

Boat house roof 
Boat canopy 
Wood grain 

Boat house roof 
Boat house rail 
Wood grain 
Chairs



TABLE J2. 

CE10 

XL11 

(continued) 

Doors 

Shrubs 
Grass 

Cross 
Stone work 
Hand railing 
Leaves on tree 

Tree 
Bush 
Stone work 

Stone work 

Cross 
Doors 

Eyes 
Earring 
Creases 

Skin 
Eye lashes 
Teeth 

Forehead/pores 
Veil/mesh 
Eyes 

Eyes/Purkinjes 
Skin/pores 
Lips 

Boat canopy 
Boat house 
Trees 
Tree line 

Wood grain 
Chairs 
Boat house rail 
Tree line 

Boat canopy 
Wood grain 
Tree line 

Boat canopy 
People 
Boat house roof 
Wood grain



TABLE J3. Expert Participant Subject-Matter Reports 

Addressability/ iciy h 

XL1 Door 
Cloud 

CE2 Doorway 
Stone work 
Tree 

Windows 

XL3 Stone work 
Edges of building 

Stone work 
Doors 

Stone work 
Grass 
Hand railing 

Shrubs 
Grass 

Leaves 
Stone work 
Cross/steeple 

Steeple 
Stone work 

Doorway 
Stone work 
Hand railing 
Cloud 

Skin 
Hair 

Forehead 
Eyes 
Mouth 
Lace 
Hair 

Eyes 
Nose 

Hair 

Creases 
Eyebrows 
Veil 
Dress 

Hair 

Skin on cheeks 

Forehead 
Pores on cheek 

Teeth 
Lips 

Teeth (reflect.) 
Forehead 
Eyebrows 

Dress 

Eyes/eyebrows 
Hair 

Mouth 

People 
Canopy 
Trees 

Boat canopy 
People 
Chairs 
Boat house 
Wood grain 
Trees 

Chairs 
Boat house 
Trees 

Boat house 
Chairs 
Boat canopy 

People 
Chair backs 
Railing 
Trees 

Wood grain 
Railing 
Trees 
Boat house roof 

Tree line 
Railing 
People 

Wood grain 
Boat house 

Wood grain 
Railing 
Boat house roof
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